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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On October 25, 2015, *The Philadelphia Inquirer* published an article titled “What new building inspection guidelines?” that reported deficiencies in the demolition inspection process at the Department of Licenses + Inspections (L+I). According to the article, several anonymous L+I building inspectors reviewed a selection of demolition permit information from HANSEN, the department’s central database. The inspectors’ analysis resulted in two primary conclusions. First, L+I “failed to follow new inspection guidelines in more than 80 percent of private demolitions” performed between January 1 and October 8, 2015. Second, “the agency’s database appears to have been altered to show that demolition inspections occurred when they had not.” The article also referenced high numbers of: (i) permits with no recorded inspections during demolition; (ii) work that began prior to a recorded initial inspection; and (iii) permits with several “passed” inspection entries on the same day.

In response to these claims, the Mayor directed the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) to audit and review L+I’s inspection activity. The OIG was tasked with addressing the merits of the anonymous inspectors’ conclusions, as presented in the *Inquirer* article. The OIG audit was also focused on clarifying L+I’s administration of the inspection process and identifying potential opportunities for improvement.

The OIG audit proceeded in two phases. Phase 1 was focused on assembling the relevant background information and understanding how L+I’s fundamental guidance on demolition inspections was operationally applied to the process in the field. Phase 1 included interviews of relevant L+I supervisors, managers and administrators. In Phase 2, the OIG obtained every private demolition permit that L+I issued and closed between January 1 and October 8, 2015.1 The OIG collected all HANSEN data associated with these permits, including the recorded inspection outcomes and corresponding comments.2 Then, OIG personnel interviewed every available inspector who made a permit inspection entry in HANSEN.3 Each inspector was questioned about each entry, as well as any underlying departmental issues that may have impacted the demolition inspection process.

This audit determined that the first of the article’s conclusions — that L+I is not following its own inspection guidelines — is generally correct. According to the OIG’s analysis, L+I properly administered the demolition inspection process in approximately 22% of sampled permits. The remaining 78% displayed one or more of the following characteristics: (i) at least one improperly “passed” inspection entry; (ii) no recorded inspections during demolition; and/or (iii) demolition that began before the initial inspection without a corresponding enforcement action or sufficient emergency justification.

The second of the article’s conclusions — that HANSEN was somehow altered to show that demolition inspections occurred when they had not — is incorrect. The OIG uncovered no evidence of intentional misrepresentations, data manipulation or attempts to conceal inspection activity on the part of anyone at the Department of Licenses + Inspections.

The article’s unfounded claim about HANSEN is most likely the result of the inspectors’ widespread misunderstanding and misapplication of the “passed” designation for inspection entries. In 57% of the

---

1 This set of exactly 100 permits included the full set of permits analyzed in the *Philadelphia Inquirer* article.
2 The OIG also requested the inspectors’ route sheets and any available photographs. L+I, however, does not reliably maintain these records, so they are not directly addressed in this report.
3 Two out of 19 inspectors were not available.
sampled permits, the assigned inspector improperly “passed” at least one inspection that should have been “waived.” Most of these “pass” errors were due to inconsistent guidance about how to record impossible and/or inapplicable inspections that could not be performed as a result of the building type or problems with inspection scheduling. Rather than waive these inspection entries in HANSEN, most inspectors passed them in an effort to administratively close the permit.

In addition to these findings, the OIG identified a number of other informative trends that are presented in the table below. Later sections address these trends in greater detail.

**Inspection Trends – OIG Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Trend</th>
<th>Number of Permits (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANSEN Entries for All Work Instruction Inspections</td>
<td>3(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Recorded Inspections During Demolition</td>
<td>55(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demolition Started Before Initial Inspection</td>
<td>53(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Inspections Not Entered in HANSEN</td>
<td>24(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More Inspections Passed Same Day</td>
<td>72(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three or More Inspections Passed Same Day</td>
<td>45(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections by 2 or More CSU Inspectors</td>
<td>35(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections by 3 or More CSU Inspectors</td>
<td>5(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Improperly “Passed” Inspections</td>
<td>57(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation / Violation Issued</td>
<td>23(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Inspection Issues</td>
<td>22(%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, this review determined that deficiencies in the demolition inspection process are the apparent result of: (i) misaligned internal standards; (ii) an inadequate method of scheduling inspections; (iii) poor distribution of work; and (iv) inconsistent and faulty use of HANSEN.

Part II of this report presents necessary background information on the demolition process and the department’s general inspection practice. Part II also identifies a series of issues that help frame the statistical findings and provide important context. Part III presents the specific data and statistical trends, along with applicable examples of permit inspection records from HANSEN. Part IV outlines the OIG’s recommendations to improve the demolition inspection process: (i) a revised Work Instruction; (ii) programming changes to HANSEN; (iii) guidelines and training for the inspectors on the appropriate use of HANSEN; (iv) an enhanced inspection-scheduling mechanism; and (v) more organizational stability within the unit that inspects private demolition permits. Part V concludes.
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED ISSUES

Before examining the underlying inspection data, this section presents the relevant background, including: (i) a basic explanation of the demolition process; (ii) applicable L+I regulations and types of demolition inspections; (iii) the inspection scheduling process; (iv) departmental organization and history; and (v) the HANSEN database. Where appropriate, this section also identifies different issues that provide needed context and help frame later sections of this report and accompanying findings.

A. Demolition & Inspection Basics

Demolitions are highly technical and widely varied, depending on the character and condition of the building. But, there are some fundamental procedures and general practices that are helpful to understand before moving on to more technical aspects of L+I’s inspection activity.4

Most of L+I’s written inspection procedure contemplates the demolition of a typical Philadelphia rowhome. Figure 1, below, depicts the standard residential row prior to the demolition of building B:

**Figure 1: Typical Residential Row Prior to Demolition**

As shown, building B is a three-story rowhome built upon a below-ground foundation or cellar. Building B shares party walls with similar adjoining properties on both sides, buildings A and C.

Before any work can begin, a licensed contractor must first submit a site safety plan and obtain a permit from L+I. The site safety plan will detail the exact manner of demolition, along with specific protections for pedestrians and adjoining properties. As a general rule, all safe demolitions will proceed from the top down.5

First, a licensed contractor will remove the roof and then move floor-by-floor to the ground level, removing the front and rear walls of the building as demolition progresses. After successfully demolishing the above-ground portions of the structure, the contractor will crack the cellar floor to ensure proper drainage, then backfill the exposed cavity with clean material. The adjoining walls remain, and the contractor will thoroughly seal and waterproof the exposed walls to protect the neighboring properties. Finally, the contractor will grade the site to level ground. Figure 2, below, shows the residential row after a safe demolition of the central building.

---

4 The technical science of structural demolition is beyond the scope of this inquiry. This basic summary is intended for laypersons without backgrounds in construction and/or demolition. There are many additions, variations and exceptions to this process that are not included to ease explanation.

5 See Philadelphia Code, Title 4 (Building Code) § B-3303.10.
A qualified and experienced contractor could complete a typical demolition like this in a matter of days — sometimes in a single day. In fact, safe demolitions should move quite swiftly because the process itself compromises structural integrity. Partially demolished buildings are generally more at risk of collapse, making efficiency one of the most important safety considerations. Unlike construction, where the project can be postponed to wait for inspections, delaying a demolition in-progress can be quite risky.

As demolition moves forward, L+I inspectors should visit the site at different times, looking for some of the issues described in the above example and generally checking that the contractor is following the building-specific site safety plan that was approved with the permit. Timing is of the essence, because all evidence of the demolition process is quickly erased as the building comes down.

In a typical rowhome demolition like the example here, the application of waterproofing sealant, often stucco, to the adjoining walls is obviously a crucial measure of protection for the neighboring properties. Also, the cellar cavity must be carefully addressed — improper fill material and/or a failure to allow drainage could cause serious structural issues for the adjoining buildings.

But, with some slight variations to the example, these otherwise critical steps in demolition safety become unnecessary and/or impossible. For example, if the property to be demolished is wholly unattached to any other building, there would be no need for the contractor to waterproof party walls. And, many buildings are not constructed on below-ground foundations, eliminating the backfill process altogether. Similarly, if the contractor is planning to build a new building at the same site, he or she will likely use the same cellar cavity or base, again eliminating the need to backfill an open hole.

These are only some of the basic deviations that can greatly affect the scope of the contractor’s work and L+I’s corresponding inspection duties. Because of the variety and complexity in the demolition process, L+I inspections should appropriately be focused on different things, depending on the type and condition of the building to be demolished as well as the contractor’s timing. The department’s written procedure, therefore, must be equally flexible to account for the different situations that an inspector could encounter in the field.

B. Applicable L+I Regulations — Work Instruction CS 1314

Following the Market Street building collapse in June 2013, the City’s demolition inspection process dramatically changed. In accordance with Executive Order 4-13, L+I immediately enacted Code Bulletin of Information B-1302, “Demolition Standards and Activity Controls” (Code Bulletin) and Work

---

6 L+I inspectors and demolition professionals refer to this construction feature as “slab-on-grade.”

Instruction CS 1314, “Demolition Permit Inspections” (Work Instruction). These two documents outline a robust series of demolition inspections, which the City has largely codified in The Philadelphia Code, Title 4, Subcode A.

The Code Bulletin was intended for the private contracting community, while the Work Instruction was written for internal L+1 personnel – the inspectors themselves. To date, these sources remain the controlling authority for L+1’s demolition inspection process. Although there are some slight differences, both the Code Bulletin and Work Instruction consistently describe a series of five (5) categorical inspections to be conducted for each permitted demolition, summarized below.

Table 1: Demolition Inspections by Type – Work Instruction CS 1314

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>Before the start of demolition, the inspector is to visit the site and review the site safety plan with the contractor. The inspector will verify: <em>(i)</em> the contractor has taken the appropriate steps to protect pedestrians and adjoining structures; and <em>(ii)</em> the contractor has adequate technical plans to demolish the building in accordance with the Building Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Under-Slab / Floor</strong></td>
<td>After demolition begins, the inspector is to visit the site and ensure that the contractor is progressing in a safe manner and following the site safety plan. According to the Work Instruction, one of these inspections is to be performed for each floor of the building, with a minimum of two (2) per permit – and/or one to ensure proper cracking of the cellar floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Framing / Close-In</strong></td>
<td>Prior to backfilling the cellar cavity, the inspector is to visit the site and confirm that an application of parging and waterproofing is applied to adjacent foundation walls. The inspector is also to ensure that the contractor has sealed any openings in exposed party walls and capped chimneys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prefinal / Wallboard</strong></td>
<td>Also prior to backfilling, the inspector is to verify: <em>(i)</em> any/all improper fill has been removed from the cellar cavity; and <em>(ii)</em> the site is generally ready for the final inspection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final</strong></td>
<td>After demolition is fully completed, the inspector is to confirm that the contractor has followed all steps, removed debris and properly graded the site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As evident above, the detailed series of inspections in the Work Instruction closely tracks the basic demolition model for a multi-story attached rowhome. There are clear and specific instructions for inspections that examine waterproofing/parging of party walls and the proper backfilling of cellar cavities. The concept of specific under-slab or floor-by-floor inspections is also well suited to multi-story buildings that must proceed from the roof down in a segmented fashion.

But, the language of the instruction is also very narrow. As demolitions deviate from the traditional rowhome model, the Work Instruction becomes less relevant. Without alternatives and more flexible guidance on the inspectors’ use of discretion, it is difficult for inspectors to interpret the strict series of inspections.

---

8 Work Instruction CS 1314 was first issued on June 12, 2013 and has not yet been revised.
9 Philadelphia Administrative Code § A-402.10.6 sets forth the specific inspections required of every permitted demolition, “as applicable to the scope of work.” The Code provisions generally mirror the Work Instruction, but they are not identical.
10 Because the Work Instruction is an internal document, it contains slightly different language directed toward the L+1 inspectors. For example, the Work Instruction states, “At a MINIMUM, two (2) under-slab/floor inspections shall be performed on each demolition permit,” and it directs the inspectors to photograph every inspection.
ISSUE 1: Lack of Clear Guidance
At the outset, it is clear that the precise series of inspections in the Work Instruction cannot be conducted uniformly in the field. Except for the initial and final inspections, which should always be applicable to demolition in any context, the remaining three inspections are very specific to certain types of projects. If there are no adjoining buildings, and/or if there is no backfilling of a cellar cavity, the framing/close-in and prefinal/wallboard inspections have limited utility. Furthermore, the Work Instruction is very clear that, “At a MINIMUM, two (2) under-slab/floor inspections shall be performed on each demolition permit.” But, inspectors cannot follow this firm directive in demolitions of one or two story buildings where the project ceaselessly progresses to the ground-level.

C. Inspection Scheduling & Contractor Violations

The legal structure of this series of inspections places some requirements on L+I inspectors and some requirements on the demolition contractors – both parties share responsibility to ensure that the required inspections are performed for each project. L+I is required to conduct final inspections in every case, regardless of the specific demolition project. But, the contracting community is responsible for all of the remaining inspections. The demolition contractor must “provide for” these inspections during the project and make the site available for L+I inspectors to view. Failure to do so could result in a Code Violation Notice (CVN) and $500 fine. This is the inspectors’ primary tool to enforce compliance with inspection requirements.

Each of the Work Instruction inspections is designed to take place at different points in the demolition process: the initial inspection must occur prior to any work; the under-slab/floor inspections are to be conducted as demolition progresses from the roof down; the framing/close-in and prefinal/wallboard inspections are to be conducted prior to backfilling the cellar cavity; and the final inspection takes place after all other steps have been completed and the site has been successfully graded.

Because it is the contractor’s responsibility to call L+I and schedule the different inspections at the appropriate times during the project, the entire process is dependent on closely coordinated timing. If

---

11 PA Uniform Construction Code §§ 403.45, 403.64.
14 Of course, inspectors can cite the contractor for a variety of other violations related to the condition of the property and manner/means of demolition. However, this CVN and corresponding fine are the only violations directly applicable to the contractor’s compliance with the inspection process.
the contractor fails to schedule an inspection and continues the project without notifying the assigned
inspector, demolition work could progress to a point when certain inspections become impossible for the
inspector to perform.

For example, if the contractor removes all floors of the building in a matter of hours after the initial
inspection, without sufficient notice the inspector cannot complete the floor-by-floor inspections that the
Work Instruction requires. Or, if the contractor backfills the cellar cavity before the inspector has an
opportunity to examine the fill, there is no way to complete the framing/close-in or prefinal inspections in
the manner that the Work Instruction describes.16

Ideally, at the initial inspection, the contractor and the inspector will go through the site safety plan and
the schedule of demolition. At that time, the inspector should have a basic understanding of the timing of
subsequent inspections. But, the inspector must still rely on the contractor to adhere to that schedule and
contact him or her directly. And, the department has no specific inspection-scheduling system or
automated feature that assists with this task. Currently, contractors and inspectors must reach one-another
by phone and work through their respective schedules.

**ISSUE 2: Inadequate Process for Scheduling Inspections**

More than anything else, the ability for inspectors to properly review demolition work
depends heavily on timing. Inspectors carry significant City-wide workloads and they must
closely coordinate their own schedules with many different contractors and projects.
Although this is not an impossible task, there are many factors that could severely hamper
an inspector's ability to manage this process on his own. Missed calls, days away from
work, reassignments, rogue contractors, emergency and complaint-response
responsibilities could easily cause an inspector to miss a very small window in any given
private demolition job. And if the inspector misses that window, key inspections could be
lost because there is no way to revisit prior steps in the demolition process.

**D. Other Demolition Inspections**

In addition to the five Work Instruction inspections, there are several other types of inspections that L+I
inspectors can perform. There is no written guidance on these inspections and they do not appear in the
Work Instruction, but inspectors frequently use these different designations when addressing private
demolition permits. Table 2, below, presents some of the alternative demolition inspections:

---

16 If the contractor fails to notify the inspector, as described in these examples, the inspector may issue a Code
Violation Notice and fine the contractor $500 per occurrence. Philadelphia Administrative Code § A-506.2 ("failure
to provide for required demolition inspections"). In the narrow context of demolition inspections, this citation is the
primary enforcement method for L+I inspectors. Without corresponding Code Violation Notices, there is no clear
way for inspectors to exercise control over the private demolition sector.
### Table 2: Other Demolition Inspections by Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction Site Task Force (CSTF)</td>
<td>L+I’s Construction Site Task Force visits demolition sites and inspects for safety issues unrelated to the technical manner and means of demolition. These inspections typically focus on: (i) proper posting of permits; (ii) adequate up-to-date contractor insurance; (iii) garbage and/or construction debris; and/or (iv) other non-structural issues related to the project that relate to site safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Pit</td>
<td>After the contractor has backfilled an exposed cavity, the inspector may require a partial excavation of the site in order to determine if the contractor buried any improper fill material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary</td>
<td>Inspectors may visit the demolition site at any other time and make corresponding entries in HANEN using this inspection code.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the Market Street collapse, L+I created the Construction Site Task Force (CSTF) – a specialized group of inspectors who conduct spot-checks at all demolition sites throughout the City. These inspections are critical to site safety, but they are not typically focused on technical or structural issues related to the manner and means of demolition.

Test pit inspections are widely used by the inspectors. In the event that the inspector was not present to view the exposed cellar cavity and/or the actual backfilling process, the inspector will require the contractor to dig one or more pits at the demolition site. This technique allows the inspector to verify that the contractor backfilled the cavity in accordance with the Building Code. And, unlike the categorical framing and wallboard inspections from the Work Instruction, test pit inspections do not require precise coordination between the inspector and the contractor – they can be performed at any point after backfilling. Of course, like all inspections that address backfilling, test pits are often inapplicable. They would not be necessary if the building has no below-ground foundation or if new construction is planned at the site.

Lastly, discretionary inspections have no specified categorical rules or regulations. Inspectors can perform these inspections at any point during the project and for any reason associated with their official responsibilities.

### E. Departmental Organization

Until April 2014, two divisions of L+I shared the responsibilities of demolition inspections: the Construction Services Division (Construction Services) and the Contractual Services Unit (CSU). Construction Services has approximately 40 inspectors, divided between five (5) different geographical districts of the City. These inspectors used to perform the bulk of L+I’s inspection work associated with private permits – both construction and demolition.

CSU has a wide variety of duties. The unit is basically responsible for all decayed/damaged properties that have been classified “Imminently Dangerous” (ID) or “Unsafe.” CSU administers the City’s Master
Demo Program and performs the associated inspections with these so-called "public" demolitions.\textsuperscript{17} CSU also inspects private-permitted demolitions of ID and Unsafe properties.\textsuperscript{18}

In April 2014, L+I changed this bifurcated approach and assigned \textit{all} demolition inspections to CSU. L+I leadership believed that CSU inspectors had far more experience with demolition because of their work with the Master Demo Program and ID properties. So, centralizing all demolition inspections – both public and private – within CSU would theoretically take advantage of these inspectors’ expertise.

At that time, however, CSU only had approximately six (6) inspectors. And, there were approximately 200 open private demolition permits that CSU immediately assumed. This City-wide work, previously spread between the 40 district inspectors, was now assigned to only six people.

Since April 2014, CSU has grown significantly, with approximately 20 inspectors currently assigned to the unit. But the unit was still understaffed for a significant period of time, and most of the inspectors were hired within the last year. There were also significant reassignments within the unit in the last year, due to lapses in inspector certifications and training duties.\textsuperscript{19} CSU has also lacked continuity in the supervisor ranks; the unit’s had four (4) different supervisors between January and October 2015.

Furthermore, there was a significant amount of discord between Construction Services and CSU about the relevant Work Instruction and the use of HANSEN. Because CSU primarily worked on public-side demolitions, the inspectors had a very different practice. Technically, these demolition jobs had no issued permit, so CSU inspection activity was much more informal and unregulated.\textsuperscript{20} The Construction Services group of inspectors, however, followed the more formal Work Instruction. Both groups, CSU and Construction Services, felt that their respective inspection process was superior.

When CSU took over all private demolition inspections, the Work Instruction was provided to the six CSU inspectors. But, according to those in the unit at the time, there was never any training or thorough explanation of the Work Instruction’s series of inspections. Many supervisors felt strongly that the Work Instruction was too cumbersome and unsuited for demolition, so they placed very little emphasis on this document.

Most of the CSU inspectors also reported significant confusion about the Work Instruction\textsuperscript{21} – mainly because they received no explanation and the titles of the inspections in the Work Instruction were

\textsuperscript{17} Some ID and/or Unsafe properties are at severe risk of collapse and require demolition as a matter of public safety. If the owner is either unavailable or unwilling to perform a needed demolition, the City will hire its own contractor to conduct the demolition in the interest of protecting the community. Because these demolitions are performed by City contractors, L+I has taken the position that they do not require actual permits. These demolitions are, however, still inspected by L+I personnel assigned to CSU.

\textsuperscript{18} In addition, CSU inspectors have emergency and complaint response duties, and they are responsible for all “Make Safe” permits.

\textsuperscript{19} Many CSU inspectors had inactive or absent UCC certifications. Before April 2014, CSU conducted relatively few inspections associated with open permits. Because the CSU inspectors were not working on permit matters prior to April 2014, L+I asserted that UCC certifications were not required for this group of inspectors.

\textsuperscript{20} This is not to say that CSU inspections of public demos were insufficient and/or less thorough. Rather, L+I took the position that, because there were no permits, the technical demolition inspection regulations were not strictly applicable in the context of the Master Demo Program.

\textsuperscript{21} During OIG interviews for this audit, some CSU inspectors stated that they never read and/or saw the Work Instruction at any time prior.
somewhat misleading. As a result, CSU inspectors and supervisors generally continued to inspect private-permitted demolitions in the same manner that they did for public demolitions, disregarding the Work Instruction’s rigid approach.

**ISSUE 3: Detrimental Changes to Organizational Structure**

There was an apparently sound substantive rationale to centralize all demolition inspections within CSU – the inspectors in that unit had more relevant experience in the field. But, there were at least two operational issues that had negative effects on the demolition inspection process overall. First, CSU was not in a position to assume the additional workload at that time. There were too few inspectors to cover the new permit work, and the current CSU inspectors had unanticipated UCC certification issues. The influx of new inspectors helped, but it also eradicated the policy rationale behind the change in the first place. Second, because Construction Services had different inspection practices than CSU, the Work Instruction was devalued to such an extent that it became almost irrelevant to fieldwork. There was no apparent explanation, no training and no attempt to ensure consistency as the private demolition work transferred from Construction Services to CSU.

**F. HANSEN & Inspection Entries**

Finally, no analysis of L+I’s inspection activity can be complete without a thorough discussion of HANSEN, the department’s central database. L+I employees use this system to issue permits and licenses, monitor individual cases, issue violations and track a wide variety of departmental data. Essentially, all L+I activity requires HANSEN and should be documented in the system.

With regard to demolition permitting and inspection, HANSEN operates along a specific thread. When a contractor is granted a demolition permit for a private project, L+I Plans Examiners create a permit thread in HANSEN associated with the address of the property. Automatically, HANSEN generates different inspection entries that are tied to the permit. The permit is assigned to an inspector in CSU, who then must address each of the different pre-generated inspection entries.

Initially, for all demolition permits, HANSEN automatically generated entries for the exact Work Instruction inspections: initial; under-slab/floor; framing/close-in; prefinal/wallboard; and final. When the Work Instruction was first issued, HANSEN was programmed in precise alignment.23

After the reassignment of all demolition inspections to CSU in April 2014, HANSEN was apparently re-programmed.24 Now, for some private demolition permits, HANSEN generates a series of inspection entries that is quite different from the Work Instruction: “initial, prefinal, test-pit, final.”

---

22 For example, there are no technical “framing”, “under-slab” or “wallboard” processes in demolition.
23 This is the reason for the misleading titles of the Work Instruction inspections. After the Market Street collapse, HANSEN had to be re-programmed to match the new demolition inspection process. The programmers borrowed titles from existing HANSEN inspection entries used in the construction context: “under-slab,” “framing,” etc.
24 It is unclear who initiated this change, but it is most likely related to CSU’s rejection of the Work Instruction.
Strangely, for some demolition permits associated with “Imminently Dangerous” or “Unsafe” buildings, the Work Instruction inspection entries appear. But for others, HANSEN generates different inspections altogether, as shown in Table 3.

This idiosyncrasy is extremely important when evaluating the inspectors’ activity in the field because HANSEN is the inspectors’ primary source of direction with regard to the particular set of inspections that are “required” for each permit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Select ID/Unsafe Properties&lt;sup&gt;25&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Other Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSU_INITIA</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSU_SLAB</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSU_FRAME</td>
<td>PRI_TSTSPIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSU_PREFIN</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSU_FINAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspectors can add their own inspection entries, like discretionary inspections, as the project progresses. But they generally follow the pre-generated series tied to the permit in HANSEN. The way the system operates, the inspectors are tasked with responding to the inspection entries that HANSEN calls for. Before the permit can be closed or “finalized,” each of these pre-generated inspections must be resolved in HANSEN. Otherwise, the permit will remain open and impact other threads or workflows associated with the same property address.<sup>26</sup>

For each inspection entry on the permit, the inspector can select one of the following resolutions: passed, failed, waived, or closed. Generally, a “passed” or “failed” entry reflects that the inspection was performed with the corresponding outcome. A “waived” entry can be used to reflect that the inspection was not performed because it was not necessary or impossible. And, a “closed” entry is intended to reflect that the inspection was scheduled but never performed. In addition to the resolution, inspectors can enter text comments to provide a specific narrative for any given inspection entry.

Unfortunately, there has been significant confusion about the proper use of these designations – particularly with regard to difference between a “passed” and “waived” inspection entry. Most of the inspectors reported that, at some point, L+1 supervision instructed them to avoid “waived” entries altogether.<sup>27</sup> Inspectors, then, would simply mark “passed” for a wide variety of HANSEN inspection entries that never actually took place, either because they were impossible to perform or inapplicable to the project.<sup>28</sup>

For example, if the permit called for the demolition of a small, freestanding one-story garage with no underground foundation, the inspector would “pass” all of the inspections that were inapplicable to the project, like those associated with an unnecessary backfilling process (test-pit and/or prefinal).

---

<sup>25</sup> These inspection entries do not appear for all ID or Unsafe properties.

<sup>26</sup> For example, HANSEN will not allow Certificates of Occupancy to be issued for new construction unless all of the other open permits – like demolition – have been properly completed and closed.

<sup>27</sup> This was apparently the department’s response to a number of public reports that were critical of the high percentage of “waived” inspection entries. See, e.g., Office of the Controller, L+1 Performance Audit of Oversight for Private Property Demolitions (May 2014).

<sup>28</sup> Some inspectors would add substantive comments to clarify.
This practice, known as “stacking inspections,” also makes it appear as if many inspections were conducted on the same day. HANSEN records the date that the inspector entered a resolution in the system, not necessarily the date the inspection was performed.

In recent months, new CSU supervision has made an attempt to gain consistency in the inspectors’ use of HANSEN. But, as demonstrated in later sections of this report, it is clear that the inspectors have had very little uniform guidance on the proper use of the system.

### ISSUE 4: Inconsistent Use of the HANSEN Database

Without question, HANSEN is an older system that is rather complicated and difficult to use. HANSEN’s functionality also obscures the analysis of L+I’s actual inspection activity. But, it must be used consistently across the department, otherwise the demolition inspection process is compromised. Right now, there are two serious issues with the department’s use of HANSEN: (i) it is misaligned with L+I’s underlying guidance on demolition inspections; and (ii) the inspectors are not using the system in a standardized manner. HANSEN erratically populates inspection entries, which the inspectors incorrectly address.
III. FINDINGS

The OIG examined all private demolition permits that L+I issued and closed between January 1, 2015 and October 8, 2015. According to HANSEN, exactly 100 demolition permits fit this criteria. For each of the 100 permits, the OIG obtained all HANSEN records, including the inspection details and comments. OIG personnel assembled this information and then interviewed the available CSU inspectors who made entries. Each inspector was questioned about every inspection entry that he made.

This section presents the findings of the OIG’s review in two parts. Part A outlines the overall inspection data, noting the numbers, types and outcomes of all inspections conducted. Part B presents ten (10) trends that emerged from the data and the inspectors’ statements, including high numbers of permits with: (i) no recorded inspections during demolition (55%); (ii) work that began prior to the initial inspection (53%); and (iii) one or more improperly passed entries (57%). Ultimately, this audit determined that L+I properly administered the inspection process in a total of 22 out of 100 permits.

A. Overall Inspection Data

In total, L+I inspectors recorded 585 inspections across the set of 100 permits – an average of 5.85 inspection entries per demolition. Table 4, below, presents the inspectors’ collective activity by inspection type and outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Inspection Outcome by Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspection Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-Slab/Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing/Close-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before moving on to a more detailed analysis, the simple snapshot data in Table 4 is illustrative of at least three noteworthy issues in L+I’s inspection practice.

---

29 For complete demolition, not partial or interior demolition.
30 All of the demolition permits referenced in the Philadelphia Inquirer article were included in this set.
31 This review did not include HANSEN data from other threads associated with the same address, such as case (ID) activity and/or service requests, etc. The OIG limited its inquiry to demolition permit inspections only.
32 The OIG interviewed 17 of the 19 CSU inspectors who made entries – two were unavailable for interviews.
33 This figure is limited to inspection activity associated with the HANSEN demolition permit thread. It does not include inspections and/or site visits that may have been recorded under alternate threads for the same property, such as violations/cases, service requests, etc. Also, the total number of inspection entries does not include demo-posting or permit expiration reminders recorded in HANSEN.
34 According to HANSEN’s categorization.
35 And/or partially passed inspections.
36 And/or no entry.
First, there are strikingly few under-slab/floor and framing/close-in inspections (3 and 5 respectively). Without any deeper analysis, these figures clearly show that the department’s general practice is not fully consistent with the Work Instruction’s series of demolition inspections. HANSEN is generating these inspection entries for a very small subset of permits and inspectors are, therefore, conducting a different process in the field. This fact is further evidenced by the relatively high numbers of test pit, CSTF and discretionary inspections – all of which are not addressed in the department’s formal guidance on demolition inspections.

Second, over 27% of the inspection entries did not have corresponding comments in the HANSEN database. Although inspectors are not required to enter a narrative for every inspection, comments are essential to protect the integrity of the official record. Without corresponding comments, it is very difficult for supervisors, administrators and others who review this data to get a complete picture of the inspector’s activity. A very brief substantive explanation in HANSEN can eliminate confusion and any suggestion of error or wrongdoing.

Third, the overall rate of passed inspections (89.4%) is very high. The following subsection addresses this issue in greater detail, but after speaking with the inspectors it is clear that this figure is not reflective of the actual percentage of inspections that were performed in the field with positive results. The disproportionate number of passed inspections is mostly due to inconsistent guidance and the inspectors’ widespread misunderstanding of the designation. For a large number of properties, inspectors passed inspections that should have been waived or failed.

B. Inspection Trends & Issues

This audit identified a set of ten (10) different characteristics, trends and/or issues associated with the inspectors’ activity. All of these trends are not necessarily negative, but they are included to provide clear context and an accurate picture of L+T’s true inspection practice. Table 5 presents each trend and the corresponding number (%) of permits that displayed that trend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Trend</th>
<th>Number of Permits (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Work Instruction Inspections^38</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Recorded Inspections During Demolition^39</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demolition Started Before Initial Inspection</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Inspections Not Entered in HANSEN^40</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More Inspections Passed Same Day^41</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three or More Inspections Passed Same Day^42</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections by 2 or More CSU Inspectors</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections by 3 or More CSU Inspectors</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Improperly “Passed” Inspections</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation / Violation Issued^43</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Inspection Issues</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^37 Any given permit could fall into one or more of the categories.
^38 Initial, Under-Slab/Floor, Framing/Close-In, Prefinal, Final.
^39 CSU demolition inspections only, not including CSTF.
^40 Inspector reported visiting the demolition site without making a corresponding entry in HANSEN.
^41 CSU demolition inspections only, not including CSTF.
^42 CSU demolition inspections only, not including CSTF.
^43 Including failed demolition permit inspections, CSTF citations/violations and other Building Code violations.
For selected statistics, the following subsections address: (i) the basic method of calculation; (ii) other statistics that may impact or help frame interpretation; (iii) the general significance; and (iv) potential causes. Some related statistics are grouped together, and where helpful, specific examples are also included.

1. Permits with All Work Instruction Inspections: 3%

Only three of the 100 permits had completed HANSEN entries for all five Work Instruction inspections: initial; under-slab/floor; framing/close-in; prefinal; and final. Of these three demolitions, two were previously classified as “Unsafe” and one was classified as “Imminently Dangerous” (249 S. 52nd Street, “The Ice House”).

As noted earlier, HANSEN only generates these inspection entries in a very small number of demolition permits. Therefore, this statistic is only a measure of HANSEN’s inconsistent instructions to the inspectors – it is not necessarily indicative of permits that had no inspection issues whatsoever.\(^\text{44}\) The low number of Work Instruction inspections is important to demonstrate a severe misalignment in the inspection process overall. The Work Instruction is the department’s only formal guidance on the demolition inspection process. In fact, each and every demolition permit specifically references these inspections as “required.” But as demonstrated here, L+I is following the precise letter of that instruction in an astoundingly low percentage of private demolitions.

This is consistent with the inspectors’ OIG statements. Very few CSU inspectors conveyed a clear understanding of the Work Instruction, and some even stated that they had never read or seen the document prior to this inquiry. The few inspectors who were assigned to CSU in April 2014, when the unit assumed all private demolition permits, reported that the department never held any substantive training and never explained the underlying process. As a result, CSU’s general inspection practice is very different.

Most inspectors described their process as follows: an initial inspection prior to demolition to go through the site safety plan; then one or more unstructured and often undocumented site visits to check on the project; then a final visit to view waterproofing measures, perform a test pit (if applicable) and ensure proper grading – all at the same time. Inspectors would sporadically update HANSEN and often finalize all entries after everything was completed – “passing” inapplicable or impossible inspections as an administrative step just to close the permit.

The data trends in Tables 4 and 5 confirm this general practice. Test pit inspections were performed at a significant rate, despite their absence from the Work Instruction. In 24% of permits, the inspectors reported site visits that were not recorded in HANSEN. Most permits had two or more inspection entries completed on the same day (72%) and many had three or more completed on the same day (45%).\(^\text{45}\) And, over half of the permits (57%) had at least one inspection entry that was mischaracterized as “passed.”

\(^{44}\) In fact, the two “Unsafe” properties had significant other inspection issues, including one or more improperly passed inspections.

\(^{45}\) These figures are not necessarily indicative of a problem, it is certainly possible to conduct more than one inspection in a single day. This data is significant, however, to the extent that it demonstrates how the inspectors actually use HANSEN to complete inspection entries.
2. Permits with No Recorded Inspections During Demolition: 55%

In 55 of the 100 demolition permits CSU inspectors recorded no HANSEN entries simultaneous to the contractor’s work. For each of these properties, the contractor completed full demolition of the building between L+I’s recorded site visits or prior to the assigned inspector’s first inspection.

It is important to note that for at least 20 of these demolitions, there was nothing that the inspector could have done to be present during the project. These demolitions were conducted prior, or simultaneous, to the issuance of the permit, including five emergency demolitions of “Imminently Dangerous” or “Unsafe” properties. And, in 18 out of these 55 buildings (33%), inspectors reportedly conducted site visits without making official entries in HANSEN. Many of these inspectors claimed to have observed significant portions of demolition without documenting their actions in the system.

This statistic is still, however, indicative of a larger problem – poor timing. If the inspector and contractor are not closely coordinated, it is very difficult for the inspector to actually observe the contractor at work, especially if the building is relatively small and the demolition can be completed in a day or less. CSU’s heavy workload and the high number of reassignments (35%) further impede the inspectors’ ability to observe every private demolition in progress, as shown in the examples below.

**Example 1 – Permit No. 586372**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>3/10/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>9/14/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTFPR</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>The property is slab on grade, no fill was used. There is no basement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>9/14/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>Demolition complete prior to permit being assigned to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>9/15/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>Demolition complete prior to permit being assigned to me</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Example 1, the permit was initially assigned to Inspector 1, who conducted an initial inspection on 3/10/2015. At that time, the contractor had not yet started demolition of the property. Then, after the permit was reassigned to Inspector 2, there was no recorded inspection until six months later. By that time, the project was fully completed. Inspector 2 performed the final inspection and passed the remaining HANSEN entries in order to close the permit.46

**Example 2 – Permit No. 595186**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/18/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>site safety plan meeting[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>7/30/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>7/30/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>Demolition completed and lot graded[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46 Notably, Inspector 2 also passed a test pit inspection that was never performed, commenting that the property was “slab on grade.” And, Inspector 2 also disposed of the prefinal inspection, which was impossible to perform at that time, after the recorded final inspection.
Again, in Example 2 the reassignment of the permit to Inspector 2 hampered L+I's ability to view demolition in progress. By the time Inspector 2 arrived at the site, demolition was already completed and there was no opportunity to observe previous steps. Given the scheduling problem, this example shows the importance of test pit inspections. Test pits do not depend as heavily on timing; they can be performed after demolition to verify that the contractor used appropriate fill material. After the test pit, Inspector 2 passed the remaining inspections to finalize and close the permit.

3. **Permits with Demolition Started Before Initial Inspection: 53%**

In 53 of the 100 permits, the OIG analysis determined that the contractor began demolition prior to the initial inspection. Again, there were a significant number of demolitions that were conducted prior, or simultaneous, to the issuance of the permit, including several emergency demolitions that demanded immediate action.

In the remaining cases, the contractor did not wait for an initial inspection with L+I before beginning work. In 17 of these, L+I issued some form of a citation/violation to the contractor for doing so, including 9 cases where the contractor was suspended. Still, there were a significant number of demolitions (at least 15) where the project began without an appropriate inspection and the contractor was not held accountable. This is a problem if L+I is to exercise control over the private demolition sector.

When questioned about this issue, most of the inspectors pointed to internal reassignment as the primary reason that the contractor was not cited for failure to schedule an initial inspection. In several cases, demolition permits were reassigned to new inspectors who had very little familiarity with the specific project. So, when they learned that the contractor began demolition before the initial inspection, they were uncertain if the prior inspector had been notified. Example 3, below, is one such case.

**Example 3 – Permit No. 576535**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>4/16/2015</td>
<td>PRI_POSTDE</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>5/13/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>Site is fenced and secure. Demo is under way (incomplete). Appears work is being completed in a workmanlike manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>5/21/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>5/26/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTPIT</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Example 3, Inspector 1 was initially assigned the permit and visited the site on 4/16/2015 to post the required notices of demolition. One month later, after the permit was reassigned to Inspector 2, he passed the initial inspection even though the contractor was already in the process of demolishing the building. Inspector 2 chose not to cite the contractor because he was unsure if Inspector 1 permitted work to proceed. Inspector 2 saw the job in progress and believed it to be in accordance with the site safety plan, so he took no enforcement action.

---

47 In five cases the inspector gave the contractor permission to begin prior to a formal initial inspection. The projects were small and the inspector was familiar with both the site and the contractor. In an effort to save time, the inspector allowed the contractor to begin work until he/she could arrive for a walk-through at the site.
4. **Permits with Citations / Violations Issued: 23%**

Closely related to the previous statistic, in 23 out of 100 permits inspectors issued at least one citation. Interestingly, however, CSU inspectors failed only four (4) inspections out of the total 585 conducted.\(^{48}\)

This is not necessarily a problem, as long as all violations of the Building Code are addressed. But, given the number of other citations, it seems that the rate of failed inspections is disproportionately low.

As it is currently designed, the demolition contractors carry the bulk of the responsibility to ensure that the inspection process is conducted properly.\(^{49}\) Timing is important, and if contractors fail to alert L+I as their projects progress, many inspections will be missed. This is true even if the contractor is professional, upright and in complete compliance with the Building Code. With such dependence on inspection scheduling, failed inspections are an important enforcement tool to ensure that contractors are actually respecting the inspectors’ need to view the project at different stages.

Most of the inspectors were somewhat reluctant to fail an inspection, citing problems with the scheduling mechanism and a certain level of comfort with the project and the contractor.\(^{50}\) In cases where an inspector identified an issue with the project, he generally chose to issue an independent citation but pass the demolition permit inspection, as in Example 4.

**Example 4 – Permit No. 603397**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>4/28/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIATE</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>5/26/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFAB</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>site is secure and joist pockets are filled but slab must [be] broken, water proofing [must be] completed along with stucco and barge board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>6/11/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTPIT</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site has been left as requested by owner[...] I am closing demolition permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>6/11/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Example 4, Inspector 2 passed three different inspections but noted that the site was not properly waterproofed. Rather than fail one or more inspections until the appropriate steps were taken, the inspector chose to write an independent “Unsafe” violation for the property to account for the lack of waterproofing/stucco. Then, he passed all of the inspections associated with the demolition permit thread in HANSEN. Ultimately, the issue was addressed, but the permit record was inconsistent with other HANSEN threads.

5. **Permits with One or More Improperly Passed Inspections: 57%**

In 57 out of 100 permits, the assigned inspector improperly passed at least one inspection that should have been either waived or failed. This is by far the most significant finding of this audit, and this discrepancy is likely the underlying cause of any suggestion of wrongdoing on the part of L+I personnel.

---

\(^{48}\) This figure does not include the 10 failed CSTF inspections. *See Table 4, p. 11.*

\(^{49}\) *See Philadelphia Administrative Code §§ A-402.1, A-402.8.*

\(^{50}\) In the City of Philadelphia, there are relatively few demolition contractors. CSU inspectors quickly become familiar with the different companies and their reputations for safe workmanship.
Example 4, above, is one such case. When Inspector 2 conducted his prefinal inspection, the necessary waterproofing was not in place. The “Unsafe” violation may have been appropriate, but at least one demolition permit inspection should have been failed as well because the building was not in compliance.

Most of the “pass” errors, however, were due to impossible and/or inapplicable inspections that the inspector could not perform as a result of the building type or timing problems. Rather than waive these inspections, most inspectors passed them in an effort to move the permit forward. Some used comments to clarify their decisions, others did not.

**Example 5 – Permit No. 573349**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>1/21/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>2/5/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTPIT</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>slab no test required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>2/9/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 2</td>
<td>5/11/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[N/A]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspector 1 in the above example passed the test pit inspection on 2/5/2015. But, he also noted that the building had no below-ground foundation (“slab”). A test pit would be wholly inapplicable to such a project, where the contractor did not backfill an exposed cellar cavity. Rather than pass the entry, which would indicate that a test pit was actually performed with acceptable results, Inspector 1 should have waived this inspection entry in HANSEN to properly document that it was not necessary.

**Example 6 – Permit No. 578676**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>All demolition work completed by a licensed and insured contractor in compliance with all codes and regulations. New Construction is underway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same comment]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTPIT</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same comment]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same comment]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Example 6, the assigned inspector passed all inspections, noting that demolition was already complete upon his arrival. During his interview, Inspector 1 stated that by the time he was able to first visit the property, the contractor had already completed the entire demolition project. Because of this poor timing, the inspector was unable to conduct any inspections other than the final. But, he had to address the remaining HANSEN entries and chose to use the pass designation for each.

---

51 This inspector further stated that he was unable to address this permit in a timely manner because he was assigned to court duties shortly after the permit was issued.

52 The final inspection – to ensure proper grading at the site – is always applicable and always able to be completed regardless of inspection scheduling.
The bulk of these inspections should have been waived — they were impossible to conduct given the inspector’s timing. The “passed” entries may be misleading, but there is no apparent intent to conceal anything given Inspector 1’s comments and CSU’s general practice at the time.

Example 6 also demonstrates why there was such a high rate of permits with multiple inspection entries completed on the same day (72%). Inspectors generally address multiple HANSEN entries all at once. And, when inspections were inapplicable, the inspectors simply passed or “stacked” the remaining inspections. This practice gives the outward impression that multiple inspections were performed at the same time.

**Example 7 – Permit No. 579918**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspector</th>
<th>Date of Entry</th>
<th>Inspection Type</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_INITIA</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>All demolition work complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_PREFIN</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_TSTPIT</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS 1</td>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>PRI_FINAL</td>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>[same]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Example 7, the demolition contractor completed all the work without a permit. The contractor was cited and later suspended as a result. But, Inspector 1 still had to address the HANSEN entries associated with a retroactively-issued permit. So, he “stacked” all of his entries — passing everything on the same day. Without additional context, an examination of HANSEN’s permit thread suggests error or wrongdoing — it would be impossible to actually perform all of these demolitions in one day. But other than the final, none of these inspections actually took place in the field. Inspector 1 should have used the waived designation and added more clarifying comments about the project.

When OIG personnel questioned CSU inspectors about the proper use of the “passed” and “waived” designations, most reported inconsistent guidance from supervisors and managers at L+I. In fact, a significant number of CSU inspectors stated that, at one time, they were given specific instructions “never to waive anything.” Apparently, this was the department’s reaction to some negative reports about high rates of waived inspections.  

Furthermore, between January and October 2015 CSU had four different supervisors. Each had a different position on the use of “pass” and/or “waive,” so the inspectors were highly inconsistent across the unit. In recent months, the current CSU supervisor has addressed this practice and attempted to clarify the appropriate use of HANSEN.

6. **Permits with No Inspection Issues: 22%**

With all of the different issues and discrepancies uncovered in this review, it is very difficult to gain an accurate picture of the inspectors’ collective activity in the field. First, HANSEN does not properly track the Work Instruction, so the department’s formal guidance on the so-called “required” inspections cannot be effectively applied to this sample. Second, the inspectors’ widespread misuse of the “passed” designation makes it very difficult to determine what inspection steps were actually performed. Third,

---

proper administration of the demolition process depends heavily on close timing and the inspection scheduling mechanism. With so many personnel shifts and inaccurate records, it is not possible to determine which scheduling problems were due to L+1’s personnel decisions and which were due to the contractor’s failure to schedule an inspection.

But, in an effort to provide clarity to a muddled problem, this audit has determined that the overall rate of properly inspected private demolition permits is roughly 22%.

To calculate this figure, a qualifying permit must have had no improperly passed inspection entries, leaving a possible 43. Then a qualifying permit must have fallen into one of the following two sub-categories: (i) at least one inspection was conducted during demolition and demolition did not begin prior to the initial inspection (12 permits); or (ii) demolition began prior to the initial inspection but the contractor was appropriately cited or it was an emergency demolition of an ID or Unsafe building (10 permits).

22% Total Percentage of Demolition Permits with a Properly Administered Inspection Process

The remaining 78% of permits, therefore, displayed one or more of the following characteristics: (i) at least one misclassified inspection entry; (ii) no recorded inspections during demolition; and/or (iii) demolition that began before the initial inspection without a corresponding enforcement action or sufficient emergency justification.

It is important to note that this figure is not evidence of any misconduct or wrongdoing on the part of anyone at the Department of Licenses + Inspections. This audit did not uncover any suggestion of intentional misrepresentations or altered information, as the Philadelphia Inquirer article inferred.

Rather, this low percentage of properly administered demolition inspections is more indicative of a failure to meet the organizational challenges presented by the demolition inspection task. It is the apparent result of: (i) misaligned internal standards; (ii) an inadequate method of scheduling inspections; (iii) poor distribution of work; and (iv) inconsistent and faulty use of HANSEN. These issues must be addressed before the department can effectively use the new inspection process to better control the private demolition sector.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Moving forward, to be in a stronger position to administer the demolition inspection process, L+I must retrace the sequence of events that caused the current deficiencies.

First, the Work Instruction is no: cleanly suited to all demolition inspections. It is rigorous and well-conceived in certain contexts, but it leaves too many facets unaddressed and open to interpretation. Specifically, it is not flexible enough to account for the great variety in demolition and the unique timing challenges that inspections present. This confuses those who are tasked with carrying out the process—the inspectors need more standardized guidance and training on what to do when the Work Instruction does not fit.

Second, HANSEN is not programmed to be consistent with official guidance, likely because of infighting between CSU and Construction Services. Even if the Work Instruction has interpretive questions, it makes little sense to have any formal guidance on the “required” demolition inspections if HANSEN itself is going to deviate. By pre-generating a different set of inspection entries, HANSEN virtually ensures capricious application of the inspection process. Thus, anyone who attempts to take the Work Instruction and apply it to the data in HANSEN will be severely deceived.

Then, when this information is filtered down to the CSU inspectors through HANSEN, they use the system incorrectly. The inspectors misclassify inspections as “passed” at a troubling rate, often do not enter substantive comments, fail to document inspection activity and complete most of their HANSEN entries after-the-fact. From inspector to inspector, HANSEN practices are wildly inconsistent as a result of disjointed supervision and no apparent emphasis on standardized record-keeping.

Finally, the CSU inspectors are left on their own to manage a heavy workload and inspection scheduling that requires intricate coordination. The unit was severely understaffed when it first assumed all private demolition permits, and it underwent several personnel shifts in the inspector and supervisor ranks during the time period at issue in this audit. Obviously, some demolition permit inspections were going to suffer as a result.

Together, these factors created the current inspection environment at L+I—a low rate of acceptable permit inspections (22%), and high rates of pass/waive errors (57%) and missed demolitions (55%). To reverse this trend, the department must: (i) update the Work Instruction; (ii) re-program HANSEN to align with the revised regulations; (iii) standardize the inspectors’ use of HANSEN; (iv) improve the inspection-scheduling mechanism; and (v) evaluate the current workload and available personnel in order to gain organizational consistency.

RECOMMENDATION 1: Revise the Work Instruction and Align HANSEN.

It is important to note that Work Instruction CS 1314 was issued immediately following the Market Street collapse and has not been updated since. Without a doubt, it has made the demolition landscape far safer, but it must evolve as the department learns more about its application in practice. In general, the department’s written procedure should be revised to provide L+I personnel with more specific guidance about how demolition inspection duties may change depending on the type of structure, the condition of the structure and the contractor’s project timing. At a minimum, inspectors should have clear instructions on how to conduct the inspection process for: (i) small one-story buildings; (ii) unattached structures;
(iii) buildings with no below-ground foundation; (iv) planned new construction; and (v) projects where the inspector may have missed certain steps in the contractor’s work. A revised Work Instruction can be flexible enough to help inspectors apply the process to a larger set of demolitions, while still being consistent with the underlying provisions of The Philadelphia Code.

Once the department has a process that can be more widely applied, HANSEN should be programmed to mirror that process. For each and every demolition, both public and private, HANSEN should call for the exact same set of inspections in accordance with the revised Work Instruction. Of course, inspectors will still have to waive certain entries at times, but HANSEN should offer the same underlying framework for every project. Then, inspectors can address HANSEN in a more uniform manner.

**RECOMMENDATION 2: Standardize the Inspectors’ Use of HANSEN.**

The inspectors’ highly inconsistent use of HANSEN is one of the most significant problems with the inspection process at this time. As a group, they do not document their activity in a standardized manner. This audit has shown that many inspectors misapply the “passed” designation, fail to enter narrative comments, “stack” inspection entries and do not update the system to accurately reflect field activity. These issues make it extremely difficult to interpret the information in HANSEN without additional context.

The department must gain consistency in this area. L+I supervisors and managers should issue formal guidance on the use of HANSEN and thoroughly train all inspectors to use the system in the same way. This training should include specific instructions on the different inspection designations (passed, failed, waived, closed). The department should also emphasize the importance of comments and the inspectors’ need to regularly update the system (for all field activity) in a timely manner as demolition projects progress.

**RECOMMENDATION 3: Improve the Inspection Scheduling Mechanism.**

Even with more robust guidelines in place, L+I’s ability to execute demolition inspections is still heavily dependent on the scheduling process. Unlike construction, demolitions present a unique timing challenge. CSU inspectors must, therefore, be extremely organized and closely coordinated with the contracting community. It is somewhat ambitious to expect individual inspectors with City-wide workloads to manage this delicate process on their own.

Understanding that L+I has limited resources, the department needs to address this issue in some manner. An automated or online scheduling tool would be ideal – contractors could use the site to “call” for inspections. The new eClipse system, which is planned to replace HANSEN in the coming year, apparently has such a mechanism. But in the interim, the department should explore other suitable options to help normalize inspection scheduling. With better control over scheduling, the inspectors can use Code Violation Notices more aggressively to enforce compliance with the entire demolition inspection procedure.

**RECOMMENDATION 4: Evaluate the Workload and Assign Consistent Personnel.**

The decision to reassign all private demolition permits from Construction Services to CSU in April 2014 had a profound impact on the department’s inspection practice. The Work Instruction clearly did not...
survive this organizational move, and the unit’s instability had negative effects on the department’s administration of the inspection process.

Now, CSU may be in a far better position to administer all private demolition permits, with many newly hired inspectors. But, this audit has highlighted a clear need for more permanency in personnel and supervision. Given CSU’s additional responsibilities, like emergency response duty and the Master Demo Program, L+I should evaluate the unit’s ability to effectively perform inspections for private demolitions as well. After such an evaluation, it may prove sensible to move the private demolition permits back to Construction Services where the work can be spread across a greater number of inspectors with smaller geographical territories.

V. CONCLUSION

The Philadelphia Inquirer article reported some significant findings about L+I’s inspection of private demolitions. According the OIG audit, it is true that the department is not closely following its own guidelines — only 22% of sampled private demolition permits had an inspection process that was administered in accordance with L+I’s internal written procedure. Importantly, however, this is not due to intentional wrongdoing on the part of L+I personnel. The OIG uncovered no evidence of altered data or deliberate misrepresentations. Rather, despite HANSEN’s problems, the department-wide use of the system has proven to be erratic and unreliable.

The conclusions of the anonymous building inspectors who were interviewed for the Inquirer article, however, also demonstrate a misunderstanding of L+I’s role in the overall demolition landscape. One cannot simply look at the Work Instruction’s set of “required” inspections, compare that to the inspectors’ recorded activity in HANSEN, and expect to see the same exact series of inspections performed in the field without variation. The demolition inspection process is the department’s method of policing the private demolition sector — it is an enforcement scheme that is designed to identify and deter wrongdoing on the contractors’ part. L+I’s execution of this scheme is, therefore, only one half of the broader picture. The independent actions of demolition contractors have a profound impact on L+I’s ability to actually carry out some inspections.

Certainly, the OIG audit has shown that the department must be far more consistent in its administration of the inspection scheme. L+I has to implement a more standardized system that the inspectors can execute in the field with greater uniformity, and this report has identified some of the necessary steps to make this improvement. But moving forward, the City of Philadelphia also has to focus more attention on the other half of the inquiry — the resultant effect on the private demolition community. Hopefully, the media, L+I and our City at-large can address this issue as well, in an effort to more broadly evaluate the state of demolition in Philadelphia. Understanding the complete environment is the only way to correct deficiencies and move forward.

It should be noted that the entire Department of Licenses + Inspections was extremely cooperative and committed to an honest and independent OIG review process. This audit would not have been possible without such a resolute effort. L+I is constantly working to improve the quality of services that it provides to the City of Philadelphia, and the OIG will remain available to assist the department in any way possible.
### APPENDIX

**Table A1: Documents & Legal Authority**

- PA Uniform Construction Code §§ 403.45, 403.64
- The Philadelphia Code, Title 4, Subcode “A”, Chapter 4 – Inspections
- The Philadelphia Code, Title 4, Subcode “A”, Chapter 5 – Violations
- The Philadelphia Code, Title 4, Subcode “B” §§ B-3303, B-3307
- Executive Order 4-13 (June 7, 2013)
- L+I Code Bulletin B-1302R (June 10, 2013; April 1, 2015)
- L+I Work Instruction CS 1314 (June 12, 2013)
- OIG Excel Spreadsheet No. 1 – Permit Detail
- OIG Excel Spreadsheet No. 2 – Analysis of Inspection Activity by Permit
What new building inspection guidelines?

The city's Department of Licenses and Inspections failed to follow new inspection guidelines in more than 80 percent of private demolitions performed over the last nine months, an analysis of agency records shows.

And, people familiar with L&I records say, the agency's database appears to have been altered to show that demolition inspections had occurred when they had not.

In at least one case, records show, the agency's database said five inspections that should have occurred during a demolition were actually conducted four months after the building had been razed.

The new regulations were put in place to improve demolition standards in the aftermath of the Center City building collapse in June 2013, when six people died during a private demolition at 22d and Market Streets.

Alfred Lubrano, Inquirer Staff Writer
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Prosecutors: Fattah dimed out partner

Cosby could be charged within weeks

Frantic Voorhees 911 call: 'Oh my God, he shot her, too.'

Suspect Tasered by SEPTA officer dies

Fire damages building in Row.
The demolition contractor, Griffin Campbell, was found guilty Monday of involuntary manslaughter for his role in the collapse. The operator of an excavator on the job previously pleaded guilty to involuntary manslaughter. Twenty civil suits have been filed, with all of them consolidated into a single case scheduled to go to trial next year.

Since the collapse, L&I officials have pledged increased safety and touted improved demolition procedures.

Commissioner Carlton Williams declined to be interviewed for this article, deferring to his chief of staff, Beth Grossman, and Mark McDonald, spokesman for Mayor Nutter.

The Inquirer obtained L&I records of 82 private demolitions for which permits had been issued and finalized between Jan. 1 and Oct. 8, 2015. Of those, 83 percent were not inspected properly, according to two veteran L&I inspectors who examined the records. The inspectors asked not to be identified because they feared reprisal.

Informed of those findings, McDonald said that the inspectors' conclusions were flawed and that they provided "subjective and incomplete information" in an effort to discredit L&I's efforts to improve public safety.

James Dollard, a member of a mayoral commission appointed to examine the agency's handling of the botched demolition that caused the Center City building collapse, decried the missed demolition inspections, saying, "If this occurred in any other city, legal action would have taken place."

Dollard, the safety coordinator for International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Union Local 98, faulted the agency for what he called its lax oversight of demolitions. "The management mentality of L&I is to bend and break your own rules at will," he said, "and when someone questions it or something goes wrong, just fix it in the computer."

McDonald replied: "If he had concerns regarding the department's operations, those concerns should have been voiced" when he served on the commission.

Asked to comment on the newly discovered problems with demolition inspections, City Controller Alan Butkovitz wrote in an email, "Two years after the deadly collapse, the mayor has not followed through on his promise to put a system in place to make the city safer for demolitions. There are still too many holes and not enough teeth."

Deputy Mayor for Public Safety Everett Gillison called Butkovitz's conclusion "superficial." He added that the city is "safer now than ever before," in part because L&I staffing has increased and workers are "holding property owners accountable for blight."

According to the L&I inspectors who reviewed city records for The Inquirer, just 14 demolitions (around 17 percent) were correctly inspected following new guidelines.

Grossman said she disputed those numbers, but she provided no details.

In 41 cases, no inspections were performed during demolitions, the inspectors' analysis showed. In seven cases, they said, only a partial number of required inspections took place.
In 12 cases, demolitions were started before an initial inspection and a review of a site-safety plan, as required by new regulations put in place after the fatal collapse, they said.

Contractors are required to alert L&I before demolition work begins. When that does not happen, L&I is supposed to issue stop-work orders and hold administrative hearings to determine why contractors failed to follow rules, inspectors said. That did not happen, they said.

In eight cases, the inspectors said, records show there were technical violations of new demolition inspection regulations.

In addition, new regulations put in place after the collapse called for photos of inspections to be included in the L&I database. The L&I inspectors said they could find no pictures of any of the work — even among the 14 inspections that were inspected correctly.

Grossman declined to address the missing photos.

She said 90 percent of all city demolitions in 2015 — the bulk of them public — had been inspected in accordance with the new demolition standards in the Philadelphia code. According to L&I inspectors, there were 321 public demolitions during the time the 82 private demolitions occurred. They disputed Grossman’s assessment that only 10 percent had not been properly inspected.

For public demolitions, which far outnumber private ones, the city hires contractors to take down buildings using taxpayer funds. In those cases, the buildings being razed are considered unsafe, often from long-term neglect, inspectors said.

The Inquirer examined private demolitions in an effort to determine whether new rules put in place after the fatal 2013 collapse during a private demolition were being followed.

The 82 buildings being demolished ranged from one-story garages to a four-story brownstone in neighborhoods throughout the city, inspectors said.

Among the list of job sites where inspectors did not check on demolitions while they occurred was 131 Shurs Lane in Manayunk, where a VFW hall and a parking lot were taken apart, the inspectors said.

L&I records show that a permit to demolish the building was issued on Jan. 5. The demolition occurred later that month or in early February, according to William Pecarsky, owner of Gama Wrecking Inc., the Queen Village company that did the work.

Pecarsky said in an interview that he called for inspections and that he believed an inspector had been on the job during some part of the demolition. He said he believed the agency later “switched inspectors and it [the job] got lost somewhere.”

According to city records, no L&I inspector recorded an inspection during the demolition, as the new guidelines require. No pictures were available to be examined in the database, as the guidelines require.

The L&I database shows that five demolition inspections are listed as having been done on May 12, however, nearly five
months after the demolition was completed, and after new construction started.

"All demolition work was completed by a licensed and insured contractor in compliance with all codes and regulations," one notation reads. "New construction is underway."

These notations were meant to represent that inspections had occurred during demolition - as city regulations require - and not after its completion, inspectors said.

"This is a cleanup," one of the inspectors said. He suggested that the inspector overseeing the project had made those computer entries months after the building was already done to make it appear as if inspections had been done during demolition.

"There is no record of an inspector being there during the demolition," he said.

A former L&I inspector who reviewed the records at The Inquirer’s request said that the person assigned to inspect that property, which records show was Shane McNulty, indicated in the record that both the initial inspection and final inspection were done on the same day.

That would not be possible if the inspections were done properly, the former inspector said, since city regulations require an initial inspection to be performed before demolition, and a final inspection to be completed after the building is down.

"When you improperly report that you did an initial inspection the same day as a final, you’ve falsified the record," he said.

Reached by phone, McNulty declined to comment, saying L&I inspectors are not permitted to speak to reporters.

Asked to comment, Grossman did not respond.

New city regulations require an inspection after every floor of a multi-story building is taken down. There are no notations in the record that floor-by-floor inspections were made during the demolition at the three-story 131 Shurs Lane building.

"I don’t believe they did those inspections," Pecarsky, the Shurs Lane contractor, said. He said that was not unusual. As with other projects he has worked on, he said, floor-by-floor inspections were not performed by L&I inspectors, as required. "It doesn’t happen," he said.

Asked about 131 Shurs Lane, Grossman wrote that certain demolition inspections, such as checking to see whether a site was graded or a remaining wall stuccoed, are not required when new construction begins immediately after demolition.

While that is true for the few less important inspections, technical safety inspections must still be undertaken while the demolition is in progress to make sure no one gets hurt while walls are coming down, according to five inspectors.

L&I records list McNulty as having performed demolition inspections on other sites, several of them in May, many of them months after the actual demolitions occurred.

For a demolition of a one-story garage at 345 Front St., McNulty wrote four inspection entries on May 5 for a
demolition that inspectors said had been done five months earlier. In a comment, records show, McNulty wrote, "All demolition complete. New construction has started. OK to close permit."

That indicates that the initial inspection occurred on the same day demolition was complete, an L&I inspector said.

Without offering specifics, Grossman wrote that the demolition job, like the one on Shurs Lane, was immediately followed by new construction, allowing inspectors to waive certain demolition inspections.

Inspectors familiar with the Front Street demolition said that even the razing of a simple one-story garage requires at least four inspections: the initial, two during demolition, then the final. City records contain no notations showing separate dates for those required inspections, inspectors said.

Other inspectors registered similar patterns. Records show that one inspector, Mike Farley, completed numerous inspections at each of four demolition sites on May 12, the same day McNulty's Shurs Lane demolition inspections are listed as having taken place. Farley indicated that he had inspected 1215 Bainbridge St., 500 N. Fourth St., 613 N. Fifth St., and 1203 S. Clarion St. that day, records show.

Inspectors who examined Farley's records said his notations described a physical impossibility, since the jobs required at least two or more inspections on different days - one before and one after demolition. It would not have been possible, then, for the initial and final inspections to have been done on May 12, they said. And they questioned how he could have done the same inspections at four different sites on May 12.

Farley could not be reached by phone or email for comment. Questioned about his work, Grossman said the properties Farley inspected were one-story buildings, and "this naturally limits the amount of inspections to be performed."
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In the thrift store tragedy, one man faced life in prison, others were uncharged. Why?
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§ 403.45. Inspections.

(a) A construction code official shall perform inspections to insure that the construction complies with the approved permit and the Uniform Construction Code.

(b) Before issuing a permit, a building code official may examine, or cause to be examined, buildings, structures, facilities or sites related to the permit application.

(c) The permit holder or an authorized agent shall notify the construction code official when work is ready for inspection and provide access for the inspection. The work shall remain accessible and exposed for inspection. A construction code official may inspect the construction and equipment only during normal hours at the construction site unless the permit holder or agent requests or agrees to another time. Inspections may be conducted under § 403.86 (relating to right of entry to inspect).

(d) A construction code official shall notify a permit holder if construction complies with the Uniform Construction Code or fails to comply with the Uniform Construction Code.

(e) A construction code official shall conduct a final inspection of the completed construction work and file a final inspection report, which indicates that all of the following areas met Uniform Construction Code requirements after a final inspection of the completed construction work:

1. General building under § 401.7(6) (relating to certification category specification for building inspector).

2. Electrical under § 401.7(7).

3. Plumbing under § 401.7(9).

4. Accessibility under § 401.7(11).

5. Fire protection under § 401.7(6).

6. Mechanical under § 401.7(8).

7. Energy conservation under § 401.7(10)

(f) A code administrator may act in place of a lumber grading or inspection agency to satisfy the requirements under section 2303.1.1 of the "International Building Code" or its successor code.
The provisions of this § 403.45 amended December 15, 2006, effective December 31, 2006, 36 Pa.B. 7548. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (302344) to (302345).

Cross References

This section cited in 34 Pa. Code § 403.102 (relating to municipalities electing to enforce the Uniform Construction Code).
§ 403.64. Inspections.

(a) A construction code official shall inspect all construction for which a permit was issued. The permit holder shall insure that the construction is accessible for inspection. An inspection does not bar prosecution or other legal action for violation of the Uniform Construction Code.

(b) The permit holder or an authorized agent shall notify the construction code official when work is ready for inspection and provide access for the inspection.

(c) The construction code official shall notify a permit holder if construction complies with the Uniform Construction Code or fails to comply with the Uniform Construction Code.

(d) A construction code official shall make the following inspections and file inspection reports relating to Uniform Construction Code compliance in all of the following areas:

(1) Foundation inspection.

(2) Plumbing, mechanical and electrical system inspection.

(3) Frame and masonry inspection.

(4) Wallboard inspection.

(e) The construction code official may conduct other inspections to ascertain compliance with the Uniform Construction Code or municipal ordinances.

(f) A construction code official shall conduct a final inspection of the completed construction work and file a final inspection report that indicates compliance with the Uniform Construction Code.

(g) A third-party agency under contract with a permit holder shall submit a copy of the final inspection report to the property owner, builder and the lender designated by the builder.

Cross References

This section cited in 34 Pa. Code § 403.61 (relating to residential buildings); 34 Pa. Code § 403.102 (relating to municipalities electing to enforce the Uniform Construction Code); and 34 Pa. Code § 403.103 (relating to municipalities electing no: to enforce the Uniform Construction Code).
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CHAPTER 4 INSPECTIONS

The Philadelphia Code

CHAPTER 4 INSPECTIONS

SECTION A-401 RIGHT OF ENTRY

A-401.1 Permit inspections: Pursuant to Section 5-1004 of the City Charter, the code official shall have the authority to enter at any reasonable time any structure or premises for which a permit has been issued to inspect for compliance with the permit, any construction documents pertinent thereto and the applicable provisions of this code and the technical codes.

A-401.2 Existing premises: The code official shall have the authority to enter at any reasonable time any structure or premises to inspect, conduct investigations or survey:

1. To determine compliance with the provisions of this code or the technical codes applicable to the continuing occupancy of premises;

2. When there is reasonable cause to believe that a code violation exists; or

3. To ascertain and cause to be corrected any conditions liable to cause fire, contribute to the spread of fire, interfere with fire-fighting operations, endanger life or any violations of the provisions or intent of this code, the technical codes or any other ordinance affecting fire safety.

A-401.2.1 Non-public spaces: Prior to entering into a space not otherwise open to the general public, the code official shall make a reasonable effort to locate the owner or other person having charge or control of the space or premises, present proper identification and request entry. Failure or refusal by the owner or other person in charge of the space or premises to permit such entry shall constitute a basis for the code official to apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for proper orders authorizing entry.

A-401.2.2 Access by owner or operator: Every occupant of a structure or premises shall give the owner or operator thereof, or agent or employee, access to any part of such structure or premises at reasonable times for the purpose of making such inspection, maintenance, repairs or alterations as are necessary to comply with the provisions of this code and the technical codes and with any notice or orders issued pursuant thereto.

SECTION A-402 PERMIT INSPECTIONS

A-402.1 General: The code official shall conduct inspections as provided in this Section and the technical codes. Approval as a result of an inspection shall not be construed to be an approval of a violation of the provisions of this code, the technical codes, or of other ordinances. Inspections presuming to give authority to violate or cancel the provisions of The Philadelphia Code shall not be valid. It shall be the duty of the permit applicant to cause the work to remain accessible and exposed for inspection purposes until approved. Neither the code official nor the City of
CHAPTER 4 INSPECTIONS

Philadelphia shall be liable for expense entailed in the removal or replacement of any material to allow inspection.

A-402.1.1 Concealed work. Where any installation subject to inspection prior to use is covered or concealed without having first been inspected, the code official shall have the authority to require that such work be exposed for inspection.

A-402.2 Preliminary inspection: Before issuing a permit, the code official is authorized to examine or cause to be examined buildings, structures and sites for which an application has been filed.

A-402.3 Record: A record of all inspections and violations of this code or the technical codes shall be maintained by the code official.

A-402.4 Special inspections: The owner shall provide for special inspections in accordance with the Building Code.

A-402.5 Final inspection: Upon completion of the work authorized by the permit and before issuance of the certificate of occupancy or final approval, a final inspection shall be made. All violations of the permit and approved construction documents shall be noted and the holder of the permit shall be notified of the violations. A re-inspection shall be conducted to confirm compliance with all such violations prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy or final approval. The final inspection shall be performed by persons who are certified in accordance with the regulations of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the categories appropriate for the scope of work to be inspected.

A-402.6 Approved inspection agencies: The Department is authorized to accept reports of approved inspection agencies provided such agencies satisfy the Department's requirements as to qualifications and reliability.

A-402.7 Plant inspection: Where required by the provisions of the technical codes or regulations, materials or assemblies shall be inspected at the point of manufacture or fabrication in accordance with applicable provisions of the technical codes.

A-402.8 Inspection requests: It shall be the duty of the holder of the permit or their duly authorized agent to notify the code official when work is ready for inspection. It shall be the duty of the permit holder to provide access to and means for inspection of such work for any inspections that are required by this code or the technical codes.

A-402.9 Approval required: Work shall not be done beyond the point indicated in each successive inspection without first obtaining the approval of the code official. The code official, upon notification, shall make the requested inspections and shall either indicate the portion of the construction that is satisfactory as completed, or shall notify the permit holder or an agent of the permit holder wherein the same fails to comply with the code. Any portions that do not comply shall be corrected and such portion shall not be covered or concealed until authorized by the code official.

A-402.10 Required inspections. Required inspections shall include the following items as they relate to the technical codes. The Department is authorized to conduct additional inspections as determined by conditions and the scope of work.

A-402.10.1 Building Code. Specific Building Code inspections include the items included in A-402.10.1.1 through A-402.10.1.9 as applicable to the scope of work.
A-402.10.1.1 Footing and foundation inspection. Footing and foundation inspections shall be made after excavations for footings are complete and any required reinforcing steel is in place. For concrete foundations, any required forms shall be in place prior to inspection. Materials for the foundation shall be on the job, except where concrete is ready mixed in accordance with ASTM C 94, the concrete need not be on the job.

A-402.10.1.2 Concrete slab or under-floor inspection. Concrete slab and under-floor inspections shall be made after in-slab or under-floor reinforcing steel and building service equipment, conduit, piping accessories and other ancillary equipment items are in place, but before any concrete is placed or floor sheathing installed, including subfloor.

A-402.10.1.3 Lowest floor elevation. In flood hazard areas, upon placement of the lowest floor, including the basement, and prior to further vertical construction, the elevation certification required in Section B-1612.5 of the Building Code shall be submitted to the building official.

A-402.10.1.4 Frame inspection. Framing inspections shall be made after the roof deck or sheathing, all framing, fire blocking and bracing are in place and pipes, chimneys and vents to be concealed are complete and the rough electrical, plumbing, heating wires, pipes and ducts are approved.

A-402.10.1.5 Lath or gypsum board inspection. Lath and gypsum board inspections shall be made after lathing and gypsum board, interior and exterior, is in place, but before any plastering is applied or gypsum board joints and fasteners are taped and finished.

Exception: Gypsum board that is not part of a fire-resistive assembly or a shear assembly.

A-402.10.1.6 Fire-resistant penetrations. Protection of joints and penetrations in fire-resistance-rated assemblies shall not be concealed from view until inspected and approved.

A-402.10.1.7 Energy efficiency inspections. Inspections shall be made to determine compliance with Chapter 13 of the Building Code and shall include, but not be limited to, inspections for: envelope insulation R and U values, fenestration U value, duct system R value, and HVAC and water heating equipment efficiency.

A-402.10.1.8 Other inspections. In addition to the inspections specified above, the code official is authorized to make or require other inspections of any construction work to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this code and other laws that are enforced by the Department.

A-402.10.1.9 Special Inspections. For special inspections, see Section B-1704 of the Building Code.

A-402.10.2 Existing Building Code. The required inspections for compliance with the Existing Building Code are those listed in Sections A-402.10.1.1 through A-402.10.1.9 as applicable to the scope of work.

A-402.10.3 Fuel Gas Code. The code official, upon notification from the permit holder or the permit holder's agent, shall make the following inspections as applicable to the scope of work, and other such inspections as necessary, and shall either release that portion of the construction or notify the permit holder or the permit holder's agent of violations that are required to be corrected. The holder of the permit shall be responsible for the scheduling of such inspections.
1. Underground inspection shall be made after trenches or ditches are excavated and bedded, piping is installed and before backfill is put in place. When excavated soil contains rocks, broken concrete, frozen chunks and other rubble that would damage or break the piping or cause corrosive action, clean backfill shall be on the job site.

2. Rough-in inspection shall be made after the roof, framing, fireblocking and bracing are in place and all components to be concealed are complete, and prior to the installation of wall or ceiling membranes.

3. Final inspection shall be made upon completion of the installation.

A-402.10.4 Mechanical Code. The inspections required for Mechanical Code compliance are the same as those listed for the Fuel Gas Code in Section A-402.10.3 as applicable to the scope of work.

**Exception:** Ground-source heat pump loop systems tested in accordance with Section M-1208.1.1 of the Mechanical Code shall be permitted to be backfilled prior to inspection.

A-402.10.5 Residential Code. For onsite construction, from time to time the code official, upon notification from the permit holder or the permit holder’s agent, shall make or cause to be made any necessary inspections and shall either approve that portion of the construction as completed or shall notify the permit holder or the permit holder’s agent wherein the same fails to comply with the code. Specific required inspections include those in Sections A-402.10.5.1 through A-402.10.5.5.1 as applicable to the scope of work.

**A-402.10.5.1 Foundation inspection.** Inspection of the foundation shall be made after poles or piers are set or trenches or basement areas are excavated and any required forms erected and any required reinforcing steel is in place and prior to the placing of concrete. The foundation inspection shall include excavations for thickened slabs intended for the support of bearing walls, partitions, structural supports, or equipment and special requirements for wood foundations.

**A-402.10.5.2 Plumbing, mechanical, gas and electrical systems inspection.** Rough inspection of plumbing, mechanical, gas and electrical systems shall be made prior to covering or concealment, before fixtures or appliances are set or installed, and prior to framing inspection.

**Exception:** Ground-source heat pump loop systems tested in accordance with Section R-M2105.1 of the Residential Code shall be permitted to be backfilled prior to inspection.

**A-402.10.5.3 Floodplain inspections.** For construction in areas prone to flooding as established by Table R-R301.2(1) of the Residential Code, upon placement of the lowest floor, including basement, and prior to further vertical construction, the code official shall require submission of documentation, prepared and sealed by a registered design professional, of the elevation of the lowest floor, including basement, required in Section R-R323 of the Residential Code.

**A-402.10.5.4 Frame and masonry inspection.** Inspection of framing and masonry construction shall be made after the roof, masonry, all framing, firestopping, draftstopping and bracing are in place and after the plumbing, mechanical and electrical rough inspections are approved.

**A-402.10.5.5 Other inspections.** In addition to the called inspections above, the code official may make or require any other inspections to ascertain compliance with the Residential Code and other laws, rules and regulations enforced by the code official.
A-402.10.5.5.1 Fire-resistance-rated construction inspection. Where fire-resistance-rated construction is required between dwelling units or due to location on property, the code official shall require an inspection of such construction after all lathing and/or wallboard is in place, but before any plaster is applied, or before wallboard joints and fasteners are taped and finished.

A-402.10.6 Demolition. 34.1 Specific demolition inspections are included in Sections A-402.10.6.1 through A-402.10.6.5, as applicable to the scope of work.

A-402.10.6.1 Initial inspection. The contractor shall schedule an initial inspection with the Department a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of work. During the initial on-site inspection, the contractor shall be present and conduct a review of the site safety demolition plan with the code official prior to the start of any demolition activity. The contractor shall provide the code official with proof of all utility disconnections. Pedestrian protection required by the Building Code must be in place before the start of work. If adequate pedestrian protection is not in place and any work has commenced, the Department shall issue a Stop Work order which will remain in effect until the necessary pedestrian protections are put in place, inspected and approved by a code official.

A-402.10.6.2 Floor inspection. An inspection is required to ensure that the contractor is maintaining all safety measures detailed in the site safety demolition plan and using the means and methods detailed in the plan in a safe and workmanlike manner. A review of the submitted schedule shall be performed on-site by the code official. An inspection shall be required for each floor of the building being demolished. When necessary, an additional inspection may be required to ensure proper drainage of the cellar cavity has been achieved by breaking up the cellar floor.

A-402.10.6.3 Close-in inspection. An inspection is required to ensure that any adjacent foundation walls have been properly treated prior to backfilling of any areas below the finished grade. Additionally, the code official shall confirm that the contractor has completed the closing of all openings in any exposed party walls prior to finished treatment.

A-402.10.6.4 Pre-final inspection. The pre-final inspection is required to ensure that all improper fill has been removed from the site prior to the backfilling of the cellar cavity.

A-402.10.6.5 Final inspection. A final inspection is required to determine compliance of the permitted demolition, and when necessary, to confirm proper grading of the site has been achieved upon completion of the demolition.

SECTION A-403 COORDINATION OF INSPECTIONS

A-403.1 Multiple responsibility: Whenever in the enforcement of this code or another code or ordinance, the responsibility of more than one official or department is involved, it shall be the duty of the officials involved to coordinate their inspections and administrative orders as fully as practicable so that the owners and occupants of the premises shall not be subjected to visits by numerous inspectors or multiple or conflicting orders. Whenever an inspector from any agency or department observes an apparent or actual violation of some provision of a law, ordinance or code not within the inspector's authority to enforce, the inspector shall report the findings to the code official having jurisdiction. A department shall not, however, delay the issuance of any emergency orders.
**A-403.2 Jurisdictional cooperation:** The assistance and cooperation of Licenses and Inspections, Fire, Police, Health and all other officials shall be available as required in the performance of duties.

**SECTION A-404 SERVICE UTILITIES**

**A-404.1 Connection of service utilities.** No person shall make connections from a utility, source of energy, fuel or power to any building or system that is regulated by this code or the technical codes for which a permit is required, until released by the code official.

**A-404.2 Temporary connection.** The building official shall have the authority to authorize the temporary connection of the building or system to the utility source of energy, fuel or power.

**A-404.3 Authority to disconnect service utilities.** The code official shall have the authority to authorize disconnection of utility services or energy sources to a building, structure or system regulated by the Philadelphia Building Construction and Occupancy Code where it is necessary to eliminate an immediate hazard to life or property. The code official shall notify the serving utility, and wherever possible, the owner and occupant of the building, structure or service system of the decision to disconnect prior to taking such action. If not notified prior to disconnecting, the owner or occupant of the building, structure or service system shall be notified in writing as soon as practical thereafter.

**A-404.3.1 Connection after order to disconnect.** A person shall not make utility service or energy source connections to systems regulated by the Philadelphia Building Construction and Occupancy Code, which have been disconnected or ordered to be disconnected by the code official, or the use of which has been ordered to be discontinued by the code official until the code official authorizes the reconnection and use of such systems.

**SECTION A-405 IDENTIFICATION**

**A-405.1 Credentials:** The department's employees shall carry proper identification when inspecting structures or premises in the official performance of their duties under this code and the technical codes.

---

**Notes**

33 Amended, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).

34 Amended, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).

34.1 Added, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions.

35 Added, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).
CHAPTER 5 VIOLATIONS

The Philadelphia Code

CHAPTER 5 VIOLATIONS

SECTION A-501 GENERAL

A-501.1 Unlawful acts: It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to erect, construct, alter, extend, repair, remove, demolish, maintain, fail to maintain, provide, fail to provide, occupy, let to another to occupy or permit another person to occupy any structure or equipment regulated by this code or the technical codes, or cause same to be done, contrary to or in conflict with or in violation of any of the provisions of this code or the technical codes, or to fail to obey a lawful order of the code official, or to remove or deface a placard or notice posted under the provisions of this code or the technical codes.

SECTION A-502 NOTICES AND ORDERS

A-502.1 Notice of violation: Whenever the code official observes an apparent or actual violation of a provision of this code or the technical codes or of a permit, certificate or construction document issued thereunder, the code official shall prepare a written notice of violation describing the condition of violation and specifying time limitations not to exceed 30 days for the required correction, discontinuance of illegal action or condition, repairs, improvements or abatement of violation. Where the code official determines that a condition exists which creates a hazard to life or property requiring immediate action, an immediate oral order to repair or otherwise immediately remove the hazard shall have the full effect of the required subsequent written notice of violation.

A-502.2 Form: The written notice prescribed in Section A-502.1 shall:

1. Include the address of the premises in violation;
2. Include a description of the violation(s);
3. Include a correction order to eliminate the violation(s); and
4. Include a time limitation for correction of the violation(s).

A-502.3 Service of notice: The written notice of violation shall be served upon the owner, owner's agent, occupant or other person responsible for the erection, construction, installation, alteration, extension, repair, removal, demolition, operation or occupancy of a building, structure, equipment or system under violation. If such person is not the owner of the premises where the violation is deemed to exist or to have occurred, a copy of the notice shall be sent by first class mail to the last registered owner of the premises. The failure of the code official to serve any person required herein to be served shall not invalidate any proceedings hereunder as
to any other person duly served or relieve any such person from any duty or obligation imposed by the provisions of this code or the technical codes.

A-502.4 Method of service: A notice of violation shall be deemed to be properly served if a copy thereof is delivered to such persons prescribed in Section A-502.3 by one or more of the following:

1. Personally;
2. By first class mail to the last known residence or business address;
3. By certified or registered mail to the last known residence or business address, return receipt requested;
4. By leaving it in the possession of an adult member of the person's family;
5. By leaving it in the possession of an adult in charge of the premises or persons place of business; or
6. If no address is known or the mail is returned indicating no delivery, a copy of the notice shall be posted in a conspicuous place at the entrance or avenue of access to the premises in violation and such procedure shall be deemed the equivalent of personal notice.

A-502.5 Date of service: The date of service shall be the date of personal service, the date of posting, or the date of mailing by first class, registered or certified mail.

SECTION A-503 PROSECUTION

A-503.1 Failure to correct: After the expiration of the time for compliance as stated on the notice of violation, a reinspection shall be made by the code official to determine compliance. If the violation has not been corrected and no appeal is pending, the code official shall institute the appropriate legal proceedings to apply penalties as provided for in this code or for the purpose of ordering the responsible person:

1. To restrain, correct or remove the violation or refrain from any further execution of work;
2. To restrain or correct the erection, construction, conversion, installation, maintenance, repair or alteration of the structure in violation;
3. To require the removal of work in violation; or
4. To prevent the use or occupancy of the premises or structure that is not in compliance with the provisions of this code or the technical codes.

A-503.1.1 Immediate hazard: Notwithstanding the provisions of Section A-503.1, nothing shall prevent the code official from instituting appropriate remedies to protect occupants or the public from conditions which pose an immediate threat to health or safety.

A-503.2 Abatement of violation: 37.1 Whenever any violation of this code or the technical codes or any order issued pursuant thereto is not corrected, the department, in addition to invoking any other sanction or penalty shall be authorized to, itself or by contract, correct the violation, charge the costs (including administrative costs) thereof to the violator, and with the approval of the Law Department collect the costs by lien or otherwise.
A-503.2.1 Lack of heat: The department is authorized to purchase and supply fuel on an emergency basis to tenants in dwellings between the months of October and May where the following conditions exist:

1. The owner or operator is required to supply heat under the provisions of the Property Maintenance Code;

2. The heat in the dwelling does not conform to the minimum requirements of the Property Maintenance Code;

3. The owner or operator of the dwelling knows or has reason to know that the heat in the dwelling does not conform to the minimum requirements of the Property Maintenance Code; and

4. The absence of heat creates extreme discomfort, hardship and an imminent peril to health to the tenants which will continue unless fuel is supplied.

If the department purchases fuel on an emergency basis for dwellings, the Law Department is authorized to take appropriate action, in law or equity, to collect the sums expended by the department from the owners or operators. This procedure shall be in addition to any fine, penalty, costs, or other remedy which may be invoked against any owner or operator who violates the minimum heat requirements of the Property Maintenance Code.

A-503.2.2 Vacant lots: 37.2 Where a vacant lot is enclosed by fencing and secured by a lock that prevents the code official from entering upon the lot for the purpose of correcting a violation, the code official may gain access to the lot by all legal means, including obtaining an administrative warrant.

SECTION A-504 STOP WORK ORDER

A-504.1 General: 37.3 The Department and, to the extent permitted under the PA Construction Code Act and Uniform Construction Code, any Philadelphia Fire Department Battalion Chief is authorized to issue Stop Work Orders directing that erection, construction, alterations, installation, repairs, removal, demolition and other activities cease immediately and that the premises be vacated pending compliance with such orders whenever:

1. Any structure or part thereof, including any adjoining or abutting structures, is found to be in a dangerous or unsafe condition due to inadequate maintenance, deterioration, damage by natural causes, fire, or faulty construction that it is likely to cause imminent injury to persons or property.

2. Any erection, construction, alterations, installation, repairs, removal, demolition or other activity is being performed in or on any structure or premises, or part thereof, contrary to an accepted construction practices or in a dangerous or unsafe manner which imperils life, safety or property, constitutes a fire or health hazard, or will interfere with a required inspection.

3. Any erection, construction, alterations, installation, repairs, removal, demolition or other activity is being performed in or on any structure or premises, or part thereof, without required permits.

4. In cases of demolition activity, there is a failure to provide for a site safety review as required by Chapter 4 of this Code. Upon the issuance of a stop work order under this subsection, the work shall be stopped for a minimum of three (3) business days. The Department
shall take any other appropriate actions necessary, including revoking any permits, and shall not allow work to begin until the code official is satisfied that the demolition will proceed in a safe manner.

5. A contractor is found performing construction without a license required by Chapter 9-1000.

A-504.2 Orders by the Department: The Stop Work Order shall be in writing and shall describe the nature of the dangerous or unsafe condition, the manner of correction and the conditions under which work can be resumed. Where the department observes a condition which creates a hazard to life or property requiring immediate action, an immediate oral order shall have the full effect of the subsequent written order.

A-504.3 Service: The Stop Work Order shall be served on the person from whom action, forbearance or compliance is required and the owner of the premises. Upon notice of the Stop Work Order, all work shall stop immediately and the premises shall be vacated and closed to the public until there has been compliance with the terms of the Stop Work Order.

A-504.4 Posting: The Stop Work Order shall be posted at every entrance to the premises in conspicuous places clearly visible to the public. The Stop Work Order shall remain posted on the premises until the required repairs have been made, the dangerous and unsafe conditions eliminated and required permits obtained.

A-504.5 Police assistance: The department shall promptly notify the Police of the issuance of every Stop Work Order. The Police, upon the request of the department, shall render assistance in the enforcement of any Stop Work Order and shall have the right to enter the premises for such purpose and to arrest anyone violating any Stop Work Order as provided in this Section.

A-504.6 Permit revocation: The department, in addition to issuing a Stop Work Order, shall have the option to revoke any permits which have been previously issued. Revoked permits shall not be reinstated except upon compliance with the terms of the Stop Work Order and payment of required fees.

A-504.7 Prohibited conduct: It shall be a violation of this Section for any person with knowledge of a Stop Work Order to:

1. Continue any work in or about any structure or premises, or part thereof, after a Stop Work Order has been issued, except: work required to correct the dangerous or unsafe conditions described in the Stop Work Order;

2. Enter any structure or premises, or part thereof, on which a Stop Work Order has been posted, except for the purpose of correcting the dangerous or unsafe conditions described in the Stop Work Order;

3. Permit any structure or premises, or part thereof, to be occupied by the public until the Stop Work Order has been lifted by the department;

4. Remove, damage, alter or deface any Stop Work Order;

5. Resist or interfere with any inspector or other official in the performance of their duties or the enforcement of any provision of this Section.

A-504.8 Penalties: Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter 6 of this code, a violation of this Section shall be punishable as follows:
1. Any violation of this Section shall constitute a summary offense and any person upon conviction shall have committed a Class III offense and be subject to the fines set forth in subsection 1-109(3) of The Philadelphia Code for each offense. 39

2. Any person who violates Section A-504.7 shall be subject to immediate arrest by Police and issued a citation and summons in such a manner as provided by the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure applicable in Philadelphia to summary offenses.

3. Each day of violation shall constitute a separate offense for which the violator is subject to arrest, citation and summons; and fine.

SECTION A-505 CEASE OPERATIONS ORDER

A-505.1 General: The department and the Fire Department are authorized to issue Cease Operations Orders directing that use and other activities cease immediately and that the premises be vacated pending compliance with such orders whenever:

1. Any occupancy, use or other activity is being performed in or on any building, structure or land, or any part thereof, without required Zoning and/or Use Registration permits, Certificate of Occupancy or other permits;

2. There is actual or potential danger to the building occupants or those in the proximity of any structure or premises because of explosives, explosive fumes or vapors or the presence of toxic fumes, gases or materials, or operation of defective or dangerous equipment;

3. Any structure or part thereof is found to be in a dangerous or unsafe condition due to inadequate maintenance, deterioration, damage by natural causes, fire or faulty construction that it is likely to cause imminent injury to persons or property.

4. Any condition is observed which presents an immediate danger to life or property, including any danger to life or property of adjoining or abutting structures. 39.1

5. Any unsafe or unsanitary condition is observed which presents an immediate danger to the health of the occupants of any abutting premises due to the presence of raw sewage, garbage, rubbish or infestation. 40

A-505.2 Orders: The Cease Operations Order shall be in writing and shall describe the occupancy, use or other activity that is being performed without required permits or certificates or which presents a danger, the manner of correction and the conditions under which occupancy, use or other activity can be resumed. If the code official observes a condition which requires immediate action, an immediate oral order shall have the full effect of the subsequent written order.

A-505.3 Service: The Cease Operations Order shall be served on the person from whom action, forbearance or compliance is required and the owner of the premises. Upon notice of the Cease Operations Order all occupancy, use or other activity shall stop immediately and the premises shall be vacated of all employees, patrons and occupants until there has been compliance with the terms of the Cease Operations Order.

A-505.4 Posting: The Cease Operations Order shall be posted at every entrance to the premises in conspicuous places clearly visible to the public. The Cease Operations Order shall remain posted on the premises until removal by the code official upon compliance with its terms.
A-505.5 Additional violations upon reinspection: If upon reinspection, the code official discovers additional violations which present an immediate danger to life or property, a new Cease Operations Order shall be issued which shall include the additional violations as well as the previously stated violations which are not in compliance.

A-505.6 Police assistance: The code official shall promptly notify the Police of the issuance of every Cease Operations Order. The Police, upon the request of the code official, shall render assistance in the enforcement of any Cease Operations Order and shall have the right to enter the premises for such purpose and to arrest anyone violating any Cease Operations Order as provided in this Section.

A-505.7 Permit revocation: The department, in addition to issuing a Cease Operations Order, shall have the option to revoke any permits which have been previously issued. Revoked permits shall not be reinstated except upon compliance with the terms of the Cease Operations Order and payment of required fees.

A-505.8 Prohibited conduct: No person with knowledge of a Cease Operations Order shall:

1. Continue any occupancy, use or other activity in or about any structure or land or part thereof after a Cease Operations Order has been issued, except work required to comply with the Cease Operations Order;

2. Enter any structure or land, or part thereof on which a Cease Operations Order has been posted, except for the purpose of complying with the Cease Operations Order;

3. Permit any structure or land, or part thereof to be occupied by the public until the Cease Operations Order has been lifted by the code official;

4. Remove, damage, alter or deface any Cease Operations Order;

5. Resist or interfere with any inspector or other official in the performance of their duties or the enforcement of any provision of this Section.

6. Refuse to leave, interfere with the evacuation of other occupants or continue any operation after having been given an evacuation order except such work as that person is directed to perform to remove a violation or unsafe condition.

A-505.9 Penalties: Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter 6 of this code, a violation of this Section shall be punishable as follows:

1. Any violation of this Section shall constitute a summary offense and any person upon conviction shall have committed a Class III offense and be subject to the fines set forth in subsection 1-109(3) of The Philadelphia Code for each offense. 41

2. Any person who violates Section A-505.8 shall be subject to immediate arrest by the Police and issued a citation and summons in such a manner as provided by the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure applicable in Philadelphia to summary offenses;

3. Each day of violation shall constitute a separate offense for which the violator is subject to arrest, citation and summons, and fine.
A-506.1 General. The code official is authorized to issue notices of violation for any violation of any provision of this code or the technical codes, pursuant to the procedures set forth in Section 1-112 of The Philadelphia Code.

A-506.2 Remittance amount. 43 The amount required to be remitted in response to a notice of violation is the amount indicated in Section 1-112 of The Philadelphia Code unless otherwise specified.

Exceptions: The amount required to be remitted shall be as follows for violation of the following provisions:

1. Section F-1008.1.8 (door operations). . . . One hundred dollars ($100.00)
2. Section F-1027 (egress). . . . One hundred dollars ($100.00)
3. Section F-401.3 (notice of fire or fire alarm). . . . Three hundred dollars ($300.00)
4. Section F-1004.3 (lawful occupancy signs). . . . One hundred dollars ($100.00) per missing sign
5. Section 9-3902(6)(e) 43.1 (notification of license changes). . . . Seventy-five dollars ($75.00)
6. Section 9-3902(6)(e) 44 (managing agents and property managers). . . . One hundred fifty dollars ($150.00)
7. Section PM-902 45 (Foreclosed Vacant Residential Properties). . . . Three hundred dollars ($300.00)
8. Section A-504.7 45.1 (Prohibited conduct during a Stop Work Order). . . . Five hundred dollars ($500.00)
9. Section A-402.10.6 45.2 (Failure to provide for required demolition inspections). . . . Five hundred dollars ($500.00)

Notes

36 Amended, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).
37 Amended, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).
37.1 Amended, Bill No. 130721 (approved January 8, 2014).
37.2 Added, Bill No. 130721 (approved January 8, 2014).
37.3 Amended, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions.
38 Amended, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).
39 Amended, Bill No. 041079 (approved May 12, 2005).
39.1  Amended, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions.

40    Added, Bill No. 980646 (approved December 30, 1998).

41    Amended, Bill No. 041079 (approved May 12, 2005).

42    Added, Bill No. 030780 (approved December 31, 2003).

43    Amended, Bill No. 040998 (approved January 25, 2005).

43.1  Amended, Bill No. 140856 (approved December 19, 2014), effective July 1, 2015.

44    Added, Bill No. 090834 (approved April 28, 2010); amended, Bill No. 140856 (approved December 19, 2014), effective July 1, 2015.

45    Added, Bill No. 100749 (approved January 26, 2011). Section 2 of Bill No. 100749 provides that the ordinance shall become effective 90 days after it becomes law. Amended, Bill No. 140856 (approved December 19, 2014), effective July 1, 2015.

45.1  Added, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions.

45.2  Added, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions.
SECTION B-3303 DEMOLITION 162.3

*B* * * *

[B-3303.3 Means of egress. A party wall balcony or horizontal exit shall not be destroyed unless and until a substitute means of egress has been provided and approved.]

**B-3303.3 Means of egress.** A horizontal exit shall not be destroyed unless and until a substitute means of egress has been provided and approved.

**B-3303.4 Vacant lot.** Where a structure has been demolished or removed, the vacant lot shall be filled and maintained to the existing grade or in accordance with the ordinances of the jurisdiction having authority.

**B-3303.4.1 Site grading after demolition.** Where a structure is demolished or removed and no new construction is contemplated, the vacant lot shall be graded in accordance with the Building Code. The following demolition material shall not be used as backfill: combustible and fibrous material including metal, reinforcing steel, wood, plastic, plaster, ceramic, roofing materials, trash, household garbage or ash, and any other such debris. The fill shall be covered with a uniform layer of clean, inert, granular material 4 inches or more in depth. A layer of asphalt or concrete paving may be substituted as a covering. The owner and/or the general contractor for the demolition shall be responsible for compliance with this regulation.

*B* * * *

**B-3303.7 Fire safety during demolition.** Fire safety during demolition shall comply with the applicable requirements of this code and the applicable provisions of the Philadelphia Fire Code.

**B-3303.8 Protection of adjoining property during demolition.** Demolition operations shall not commence until the applicable adjoining property protection is in place as required by Sections B-3303 and B-3307. 162.4

**B-3303.8.1 Safety zone.** A safety zone shall be maintained around all demolition areas to prevent non-authorized persons from entering such zone. Where mechanical demolition equipment, other than handheld devices, is to be used for the demolition of a building, the safety zone shall be equal to or greater than half the height of the building to be demolished. Such safety zone may be reduced at a rate in ratio to the extent of demolition, as demolition occurs. For example, at the time 50% of the demolition is complete, the safety zone may be reduced by 50%.

**B-3303.9 Mechanical demolition equipment.** Mechanical demolition equipment shall not be used where a building or portion thereof occupied by one or more persons is located within the safety zone. In no case shall mechanical demolition equipment be used where the structure undergoing demolition is physically connected to a structure not being demolished.


Exception: When the use of mechanical demolition is recommended and endorsed in writing by a professional structural engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Special Inspections are performed pursuant to Section B-1704.15.2.

B-3303.10 Demolition sequence. Any structural member that is being dismembered shall not support any load other than its own weight. No wall, chimney, or other structural part shall be left at any time in such condition that it may collapse or be toppled by wind, vibration or any other cause. The method of removal of any structural member shall not destabilize remaining members. All handling and movement of material or debris shall be controlled such that it will not develop unaccounted impact loads on the structure.

B-3303.10.1 Structural steel, reinforced concrete, and heavy timber buildings. Structural steel, reinforced concrete, and heavy timber buildings, or portions thereof, shall be demolished column length-by-column length and tier-by-tier. Structural members shall be chained or lashed in place to prevent any uncontrolled swing or drop. In buildings of "skeleton-steel" construction, the steel framing may be left in place during the demolition of masonry. Where this is done, all steel beams, girders, and similar structural supports shall be cleared of all loose material as the masonry demolition progresses downward.

Exception: Where the design applicant has demonstrated the adequacy of alternate means of demolition through plans, calculations, or the establishment of safety zones, as appropriate, the Department may accept such alternative means of demolition.

B-3303.10.2 Masonry buildings with wooden floors. Demolition of masonry buildings with wooden floors shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Demolition of walls and partitions shall proceed in a systematic manner, and all work above each tier of floor beams shall be completed before any of the supporting structural members are disturbed.

2. Masonry walls, or other sections of masonry, shall not be loosened or permitted to fall upon the floors of the building in such masses as to exceed the safe carrying capacities of the floors or the stability of structural supports.

3. No wall section, which is more than one story or 12 feet (3658 mm) in height, shall be permitted to stand alone without lateral bracing designed by a registered design professional, unless such wall was originally designed and constructed to stand without such lateral support, and is in a condition safe enough to be self-supporting. All walls shall be left in a stable condition at the end of each shift.

4. Structural or load-supporting members on any floor shall not be cut or removed until all stories above such a floor have been demolished and removed. This provision shall not prohibit the cutting of floor beams for the disposal of materials or for the installation of equipment necessary to safely complete the demolition, so long as the cutting does not negatively impact the safety of the floor system being cut.

B-3303.11 Hazards to be removed. Prior to the commencement of demolition operations, hazards shall be removed, in accordance with Sections B-3303.11.1 through B-3303.11.2. 162.5

B-3303.11.1 Dust. Dust producing operations shall be wetted down to the extent necessary to control the dust.
B-3303.11.2 Fuel. Prior to the commencement of demolition operations, all pipes, tanks, boilers, or similar devices containing fuel and located in the area authorized to be demolished by the permit shall be purged of such fuel.

Exception: Pipes, tanks, boilers, or similar devices containing fuel located in the area authorized to be demolished by the permit and which will not be disturbed during the course of the demolition operation may, in lieu of being purged, be safeguarded so as to prevent damage to such devices during the course of demolition operations.

B-3303.12 Removal of foundations and slabs. Where a building, or any portion, has been demolished to grade, the floor slab or foundation of such building, or portion, shall be removed and the site backfilled to grade.

Exceptions:

1. Cellar floors may remain provided the cellar floor slab is broken up to the extent necessary to provide ground drainage that prevents accumulation of water, and also provided that all fixtures or equipment that would cause voids in the fill are removed.

2. Where a floor slab or foundation is to remain and not be backfilled, a waiver approved by the Department shall be obtained. Such request for waiver shall be accompanied by a statement and drawings prepared by a registered design professional demonstrating the necessity for retaining the existing floor slab or foundation for future construction or site remediation, as well as demonstrating positive cellar drainage to an approved place of disposal.

B-3303.13 Retaining walls. Walls, which serve as retaining walls to support earth or adjoining structures, shall not be demolished until such earth has been properly braced or adjoining structures have been properly underpinned. Walls, which are to serve as retaining walls for backfill, shall not be so used unless capable of safely supporting the imposed load.

B-3303.14 Special inspection. Special inspection of demolition activities shall be required in accordance with Sections B-3303.14.1 and B-3303.14.2. 162.6

Exception: Demolition performed under contract with the Department and in compliance with current Procurement Department Specifications.

B-3303.14.1 Mechanical demolition. Where mechanical demolition equipment, other than handheld devices, is to be used in the full or partial demolition of a building from within the building, or is to be used within the building to remove debris or move material, such demolition operation shall be subject to special inspection in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 17 of the Building Code.

B-3303.14.2 Demolition of tall structures. Demolition of a building in excess of three (3) stories or any structure in excess of 40 feet (12192 mm) in height shall be subject to special inspection in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 17 of the Building Code.

* * *

SECTION B-3307 PROTECTION OF ADJOINING PROPERTY 164.2

B-3307.1 Protection required. Adjoining public and private property shall be protected from damage during construction, remodeling and demolition work. Protection must be provided for footings, foundations, party walls, chimneys, skylights and roofs. Provisions shall be made to
control water runoff and erosion during construction or demolition activities. The person making
or causing an excavation to be made shall provide written notice to the owners of adjoining
buildings advising them that the excavation is to be made and that the adjoining buildings should
be protected. Said notification shall be delivered not less than 10 days prior to the scheduled
starting date of the excavation.

**B-3307.1.1 Notification.** Where a construction or demolition project will require access to
adjoining property, in order to protect the adjoining property or otherwise, written notification
shall be provided to the adjoining property owner a minimum of 10 days prior to the
commencement of work. Such notification shall describe the nature of work, estimated schedule
and duration, details of monitoring to be performed on the adjoining property, protection to be
installed on the adjoining property, and contact information for the project.

**B-3307.2 License to enter adjoining property.** The responsibility of affording any license to
enter adjoining property shall rest upon the owner of the adjoining property involved. It is the
responsibility of the person making or causing construction or demolition operations to obtain
any necessary license to enter adjoining property from the owner of such property prior to the
start of work. If the person who causes the construction, demolition, or excavation work is
denied a license to enter by the adjoining property owner, and the building undergoing work is
an imminent danger to the adjoining property, as determined by the Department, such duty to
preserve and protect the adjacent property shall devolve to the owner of the adjoining property.

**B-3307.3 Physical examination.** A physical examination of such adjoining property shall be
conducted by the person causing the construction or demolition operations prior to the
commencement of the operations and at reasonable periods during the progress of the work.
Observed conditions shall be recorded by the person causing the construction or demolition
operations, and such records shall be made available to the Department upon request.

**B-3307.4 Soil or foundation work affecting adjoining property.** Whenever soil or foundation
work occurs, regardless of the depth of such, the person who causes such to be made shall, at all
times during the course of such work and at his or her own expense, preserve and protect from
damage any adjoining structures, including but not limited to footings and foundations.

**B-3307.4.1 Additional safeguards during excavation.** The person causing the excavation shall
support the vertical and lateral load of the adjoining structure by proper foundations,
derpinning, or other equivalent means where the level of the foundations of the adjoining
structure is at or above the level of the bottom of the new excavation.

**B-3307.4.2 Preconstruction survey.** No excavation work to a depth of more than 5 feet (1524
mm) within 10 feet (3048 mm) of an adjacent building shall commence until the person causing
an excavation to be made has documented the existing conditions of all adjacent buildings in a
preconstruction survey. Preconstruction surveys shall be maintained by the contractor and made
available to the Department upon request.

**B-3307.5 Underpinning.** Whenever underpinning is required to preserve and protect an
adjacent property from construction, demolition, or excavation work, the person who causes
such work shall, at his or her own expense, underpin the adjacent building.

**B-3307.6 Examination of party walls.** Party walls shall be carefully examined by a competent
person designated by the permit holder to ascertain the condition and adequacy of the party wall
prior to the placement of any material that will impose a load upon such party wall. If the party
wall is found to be in poor condition or inadequate to support the stored material, no material
shall be deposited on the floor until the party wall is shored or otherwise strengthened as determined by a registered design professional to safely support such material.

**B-3307.6.1 Support of party walls.** Where a party wall will be affected by excavation, regardless of the depth, the person who causes the excavation to be made shall preserve such party wall at his or her own expense so that it shall be, and shall remain, in a safe condition. Where an adjoining party wall is intended to be used by the person causing an excavation to be made, and such party wall is in good condition and sufficient for the uses of the existing and proposed buildings, it shall be the duty of such person to protect the party wall and support it by proper foundations, so that it remains practically as safe as it was before the excavation was commenced.

**B-3307.7 Interior walls exposed after demolition.** Interior walls that become exterior walls as the result of a demolition shall comply with Chapter 14 of the Building Code. All cornices, where cut shall be sealed. All loose material shall be removed, and all voids shall be filled with a suitable material. Such walls shall have wall coverings installed that comply with the applicable provisions of Chapter 14 of the Building Code. Wall covering to be installed on a wall shall not be more than the wall is capable of safely supporting. Where the Department determines that a wall is incapable of supporting any acceptable wall covering and has issued a related violation, such wall shall not be required to be covered until the violation is corrected.

The exterior of foundation walls that enclose interior space of a structure adjoining a structure that has been demolished shall be damp-proofed in accordance with Chapter 18 of the Building Code prior to backfilling. The person responsible for the demolition shall be responsible for compliance with this regulation.

**B-3307.8 Protection of roofs.** Whenever any building is to be constructed or demolished above the roof of an adjoining building, it shall be the duty of the person causing such work to protect from damage at all times during the course of such work and at his or her own expense the roof, skylights, other roof outlets, and equipment located on the roof of the adjoining building, and to use every reasonable means to avoid interference with the use of the adjoining building during the course of such work.

Adjoining roof protection shall be secured to prevent dislodgement by wind. Where construction or demolition work occurs at a height of at least 48 inches (1219 mm) above the level of the adjoining roof, adjoining roof protection shall consist of 2 inches (51 mm) of flame-retardant foam under 2 inches (51 mm) of flame-retardant wood plank laid tight and covered by flame-retardant plywood, or shall consist of equivalent protection acceptable to the Department, and shall extend to a distance of at least 12 feet (3658 mm) from the edge of the building being constructed or demolished.

* * *

**Notes**

162.1 Added, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions. Enrolled bill numbered this as B-3302.3; renumbered by Code editor.

162.2 Added, Bill No. 130691-A (approved February 19, 2014). See note 23 for effective date provisions. Enrolled bill numbered this as B-3302.4; renumbered by Code editor.
Executive Order No. 4-13

Emergency Declaration Regarding Demolition Approvals

WHEREAS, in light of the recent tragic building collapse at 22nd and Market Streets, the City needs to do everything within its powers to protect the public against future recurrences; and

WHEREAS, Section 8-407 of the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter provides that the Mayor may suspend the 30-day notice and comment period for departmental regulations in the face of an emergency,

NOW, THEREFORE,

I, Michael A. Nutter, Mayor of the City of Philadelphia, pursuant to Section 8-407 of the Home Rule Charter, do hereby:

1. DECLARE an emergency affecting the public safety.

2. SUSPEND the notice and comment requirements of Section 8-407 of the Home Rule Charter to allow the Department of Licenses and Inspections to immediately put into effect improved safety requirements regarding building demolitions.

3. DIRECT the Managing Director and the Commissioner of Licenses and Inspections to take all appropriate steps to insure that demolition work in this City is performed safely and appropriately, with the safety of the public always the paramount consideration.

June 7, 2013

Michael A. Nutter, Mayor
### BACKGROUND

The Department recognizes that significant risk to the public is inherent to the difficult operation of demolishing a building. While the International Building Code and the Philadelphia Code authorize the issuance of permits for demolition and require demolition processes to be performed in a workmanlike manner and protect the public and adjacent properties, it is the Department's responsibility to institute procedures which lead to confirmation of compliance.

### DISCUSSION

On June 7, 2013 the Mayor issued an executive order establishing emergency regulations and policies regarding the demolition of buildings. Significant changes to the processing of demolition permits and the inspections of work approved by those permits were directed by this order.

Subsequently legislation was enacted in February and March 2014 incorporating provisions related to demolition operations into the Philadelphia Code; however, some of these provisions are not effective until September 2015. This Code Bulletin will continue to serve as a guideline for relevant code and regulation until such time that all new demolition code provisions have been implemented. Responsible parties should review pertinent sections of Title 4 of the Philadelphia Code, including modifications to Chapters 17 and 33 of the International Building Code at [www.phila.gov](http://www.phila.gov).

### ISSUE

The purpose of enforcing Building Codes is to reduce risks of building failures. Codes cannot eliminate risk completely. The model codes require that work be performed in a workmanlike manner, and protection of the public and adjoining properties is required. The International Codes do not dictate the means and methods by which contractors build and demolish buildings and do not define what constitutes workmanlike manner and public protection.

Our model codes, the International Codes, adopted for use in Pennsylvania are focused on new construction and alterations and require buildings to have safety elements and systems prior to occupancy. These codes do not always address the uniqueness of older cities and the operations of demolitions necessary before new construction may begin.

The model codes do not provide strict guidance on how demolition practices must occur. A demolition plan which analyzes the conditions of the building, the surrounding area and the appropriate methods of demolition is recognized by the industry as being extremely important, particularly in Philadelphia, given the density of our city and the age of its existing structures.
The Philadelphia Code provisions for contractor license do not address the qualifications and experience levels of general contractors in Philadelphia.

To ensure that demolitions occur safely, it is incumbent on the owner to hire a contractor with the knowledge and skills needed to demolish buildings. The contractor needs to implement a demolition plan which addresses the safety issues particular to the building and surrounding area. The contractor needs to ensure his/her employees are qualified to perform the assigned tasks, adhere to the plan, and understand when conditions warrant a change to that plan.

The Department instituted additional controls which ensure that the owner has selected a contractor with the knowledge, skill and staff necessary to complete the demolition safely, and that the selected contractor has developed and implemented a plan to address the safety of the operation and its impact on the public and adjoining structures. Such controls shall remain in place until demolition contractor licensing becomes effective.

DIRECTION

A. Qualifications

Contractors selected to perform demolition must have prior experience planning and conducting demolition operations and developing and employing site safety measures.

The minimum requirements include:
1. A current insurance policy listing required coverage for general liability, automobile and workman’s compensation insurance, naming the city of Philadelphia as an additional insured. The minimum levels of insurance established by the City of Philadelphia’s Risk Management Office shall be submitted.
2. Documentation regarding the experience of the contractor and his/her employees in performing demolitions. At a minimum, this shall include executed contracts for three previous contracts which included demolition activities, proof of employment in the past three years in the field of demolition or construction, and identification of at least two employees who will be performing demolition at the site and details on their work history.
3. A copy of the contract between the demolition contractor and the owner, developer, or general contractor for the proposed demolition indicating the cost of the demolition work.
4. Tax Clearance from the Revenue Department, including all sub-contractors.
5. No current violations related to other construction or demolition projects.

Be advised that changes to Title 9 of the Philadelphia Code related to Demolition Contractors are scheduled to take effect in September 2015.

B. Demolition Planning and Operations

1. Site Safety Plan

A site safety demolition plan shall be developed by a competent person. In cases where the structure to be demolished exceeds three (3) stories, the plan must be developed by a Professional Engineer licensed in Pennsylvania. A site safety demolition plan is critical for projects in which the removal of materials poses risks to the safety of people or adjacent properties.

The plan must address the methods used to carry out the demolition, as well as the proposed measures for protecting adjoining structures and property and pedestrian/vehicle traffic, and the restoration of the remaining structures and the site.

The plan must clearly identify the competent person who developed the site safety demolition plan and his/her contact information. A copy of the site safety demolition plan shall remain on site during all demolition activities.

At a minimum, the plan shall include the following:
   a. Details on the type of construction and condition of the structure to be demolished.
   b. Photographs of the structure and the site accurately depicting its present condition.
   c. Inspection details on the structural conditions of the adjoining properties.
d. Description of the means and methods for protection of the adjacent structures.

e. Description of the method of demolition to be applied.

f. Details on potential hazards (i.e. collapse, structural failure).

g. Underground utility confirmation number.

h. Description of any safety exposures and environmental issues.

i. Designation of a safety zone as required by Title 4, Subcode B, Section 3303.8.1 of the Philadelphia Code.

A schedule of the demolition activities shall be developed as part of the demolition planning.

2. Demolition Operations

Unless approval to the contrary has been obtained from the Department based upon a site safety demolition plan sealed by the Professional Engineer, demolition operations shall include the following:

a. Demolition shall be performed by hand methods and shall be restricted to horizontal operations. The demolition shall proceed from top to bottom, one floor at a time. Demolition materials shall not be permitted on sidewalks or curbs overnight.

b. Masonry shall not be permitted to fall upon the floors of the building in such mass as to exceed the load capacity of the floors.

c. No wall section more than twelve feet in height shall be permitted to stand alone without lateral bracing, unless such wall was originally designed and constructed to stand without such support and exists in a stable condition.

d. Masonry walls shall be demolished in small sections. Walls above the elevation of the first floor shall not be "thrown," but shall be barred loose and demolished piecemeal. All walls shall be left in a stable condition at the end of the work day.

e. Structural members on any floor shall not be cut or removed until all stories above the floor have been demolished and removed. Exceptions may be made for provisions to remove debris or install equipment necessary for safe demolition.

f. A masonry saw cut will be required at the intersection of any adjacent building along a common front wall. The cut is to be smooth and uniform, done in a workmanlike manner without disturbance of the remaining adjacent wall. If there is a viable reason why the walls should not be saw cut, the contractor is to submit his reasons, in writing, to the Department.

g. Demolitions that involve tunnel alley walls require investigation and support details from a Professional Engineer. If left in place, the covering over the tunnel alley shall consist of a minimum of ½" exterior grade plywood covered by two (2) layers of 90-lb. mineral felt roll roofing paper.

h. Prior to the commencement of demolition operations, all pipes, tanks, boilers, or similar devices containing fuel and located in the area authorized to be demolished by the permit shall be purged of such fuel followed by submittal of any required closure report to the PA Department of Environmental Protection.

i. The contractor shall maintain the integrity of the party walls and shall provide any and all shoring and bracing required for their support. All shoring and bracing shall be done by mechanics experienced in this type of work, and shall be installed based upon a Professional Engineer’s design and direction.

j. In removing the demolition materials, the debris shall be sprinkled with water to control any dust and dirt that may result from the use of chutes or any other demolition operation.

k. Applications for demolition of a building exceeding six (6) stories in height above grade shall be accompanied by a written plan for dust control approved by the Air Management Services Division of the Health Department. The plan shall give consideration to such items as the height of the building, the feasibility of use of mechanical appurtenances such as standpipes, worker safety and the use and proximity of adjacent buildings.

l. The use of power-operated wrecking equipment may be approved where a building or group of buildings is being demolished, and is detached from other structures not to be demolished and there are no occupied structures within the safety zone. Where a group of buildings is scheduled for demolition and is attached to a structure not scheduled for demolition, power methods may be permitted for the group except for the building immediately adjoining the structure to remain. This building shall be demolished in accordance with the provisions stated above and in
compliance with the safety zone requirements established in Title 4, Subcode B, Section 3303.8.1 of the Philadelphia Code.

3. Protection of Adjacent Properties

The site safety plan must include detailed information on the protection of adjacent private and public property.

At a minimum, the report shall include the following:

a. Inspection details on the structural conditions of the adjoining properties.

b. Description of the means and methods for protection of the adjacent structures. Where demolition occurs at a height of 48 inches or more above the level of the adjoining roof, that roof must be protected in accordance with Section 3307 of the Philadelphia Building Code.

c. Description of the method of demolition to be applied. Where demolition of a structure results in cutting a beam supporting sections of an adjacent structure, permanent adequate support shall be installed at the direction of a Professional Engineer.

d. Sealed plans regarding any required shoring.

e. Reference to safety zone as required by Section 3303.8.1 of the Philadelphia Code.

f. Identification of sidewalk protection. Where the Streets Department authorizes the sidewalk to be fenced or closed, the fence shall be a minimum of 6 feet in height. The fence shall be installed to the extent necessary to effectively close off the site.

It is the responsibility of the person causing demolition to obtain approval to enter adjoining property from the owner of such property prior to the start of work. Written notice must be provided to the adjacent property owner 10 days in advance with full details on the demolition and protections required. A physical examination of the adjacent property is to be conducted and recorded by the person causing the demolition.

4. Post-Demolition Restoration

The following specific provisions shall apply to the restoration of remaining structures and the site:

a. Where a structure is demolished or removed and no new construction is contemplated, before backfilling, basement floors constructed of concrete, brick or stone shall be broken up to within 3 feet of the foundation of any adjoining building to permit drainage of the cellar cavity into the soil below. Pieces shall be no more than one (1) square foot.

b. The contractor shall close all breaches in the party walls with like materials. Breaches shall include but are not limited to door openings, passageways, open gables, etc.

c. When demolition of a structure exposes or creates an exposure between a porch roof and ceiling of an adjoining structure, the contractor shall close the void with minimum 1/2" exterior grade plywood and cover the void with 90-lb. mineral surface roll roofing paper. Studding shall be required where butting occurs.

d. The exterior of foundation walls that enclose interior space of a structure adjoining a structure that has been demolished shall be damp-proofed in accordance with Chapter 18 of the Building Code prior to backfilling.

e. Interior walls that become exterior walls as the result of a demolition shall comply with Chapter 14 of the Building Code. Such walls shall have wall coverings installed that comply with the applicable provisions of Chapter 14 of the Building Code. Wall covering to be installed on a wall shall not be more than the wall is capable of safely supporting. Where the Department determines that a wall is incapable of supporting any acceptable wall covering and has issued a related violation, such wall shall not be required to be covered until the violation is corrected. The person responsible for the demolition shall be responsible for compliance with this regulation.

f. All masonry piers and walls in the basements shall be removed to the level of the sidewalk. Non-masonry basement partitions, stairways, entire first floor construction, heating, plumbing and electrical equipment, piping and miscellaneous fixtures, fuel tanks, etc., shall be removed, and all cellar spaces from existing cellar floor to sidewalk level shall be filled solidly with earth, or other approved material unless approval to the contrary is authorized by a permit.
g. Demolition site areas shall be graded and leveled off to the adjacent grade away from any adjoining party wall to prevent the accumulation of water or damage to any foundations on the premises or the adjoining property. The demolition area shall be covered with clean earth covering, which shall be free of bricks, concrete, stone, wood, branches, twigs and all other foreign material.

h. The contractor shall, at completion of the work, remove from the site all rubbish and accumulated materials and leave the site in a clean, orderly and acceptable condition and ensure that the site is free from hazard to the public.

C. Demolition Permit Applications

All demolition permit applications shall identify the licensed contractor who will perform the demolition activity. (Demolition contractors are required to provide details on all subcontractors prior to the subcontractor working on the site.)

The application shall include the following:
1. Site Safety Demolition Plan as described in the "Demolition Planning" section above.
2. Photographs of the structure and the site accurately depicting its present condition.
3. Protection of pedestrians. Fencing or sidewalk shelter platforms in compliance with Section B-3303 of the Building Code.
4. Demolition schedule.
   The contractor shall submit a schedule of the proposed demolition which shall include the following:
   a. The start date shall be consistent with code requirements for public notice and unsafe/imminent danger conditions. Demolition must begin within 45 days of public issuance. Public notification period is required in accordance with Section 303.2 of the Philadelphia Administrative Code.
   b. The schedule shall be consistent with the protection methods for pedestrians and adjacent properties.
   c. Identification of demolition milestones and projected dates of completion.
   d. The proposed start and stop times for daily activity.
   e. Confirmation that the work will not begin before site safety measures are in place and those measures are inspected and approved by the building inspector.
5. Additional Submittal Items
   a. Discontinuance permit from Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) for water service.
   b. PWD storm water management approval for disturbance of parcels greater than 15,000 sq. ft.
   c. Asbestos inspection report for buildings constructed prior to 1981 (except residential buildings with 3 dwelling units or less).
   d. Dust control plan approved by the Health Department for buildings in excess of 6 stories.
   e. Plumbing permit to seal the existing lateral.

D. Required Demolition Permit Inspections

The Contractor is responsible for scheduling all required inspections a minimum of 48 hours prior to each inspection.

A copy of the street closure permit from the Department of Streets or a building permit for the sidewalk shelter platform must be furnished prior to the start of work.

The building permit for the demolition establishes the following required inspections for each demolition permit:

- INITIAL INSPECTION: The contractor is required to notify the Department a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of work to schedule the initial inspection. The contractor shall review the site safety demolition plan with the inspector on site prior to the start of demolition. The contractor shall provide the inspector with proof of all utility disconnections. Pedestrian protection required by the code must be in place before the start of work. If not in place and work has started, the Department will issue a Stop Work order which shall remain in place until the pedestrian protection is approved.

Note: Failure to schedule the initial inspection and associated site safety review will result in a Stop Work Order, to remain in place for a minimum of three (3) business days. The order will not be lifted
until an administrative hearing is held to discuss the failure to notify and the site safety review is completed with the inspector.

- **UNDER-SLAB/FLOOR INSPECTION**: This inspection is required to ensure that the contractor is maintaining the safety measures detailed in the site safety demolition plan and applying means and methods detailed in the plan in a safe and workmanlike manner. A review of the submitted schedule is performed. An under-slab-floor inspection shall be required for each floor of the building being demolished. An additional under-slab/floor inspection may be required to ensure proper drainage of the cellar cavity is achieved by breaking up the cellar floor.

- **FRAMING/CLOSE-IN INSPECTION**: This inspection is required to ensure that an application of parging and waterproofing is applied to adjacent foundation walls prior to backfilling of the cellar cavity. Additionally, the contractor shall complete the closing of all openings in exposed party walls prior to covering.

- **PREFINAL/WALLBOARD**: The pre-final inspection is required to ensure the contractor has removed all improper fill from the site prior to the backfilling of the cellar cavity.

- **FINAL BUILDING INSPECTION**: This inspection determines final compliance of the permitted demolition and is also required to confirm proper grading of the site upon completion of the demolition.

**Note:** Failure to provide for required demolition inspections will result in the issuance of a code violation notice with an associated fee of $500.

The contractor is required to maintain on site documentation of all inspections and a copy of the site safety plan.

The contractor is required to submit a revised demolition schedule if the demolition does not start in the time frame established by the schedule submitted with the permit application. Failure to do so may result in revocation of the permit.

The contractor is required to notify the inspector of any subcontractors employed on the demolition project and provide information regarding their license, insurance and tax clearance.

**E. Abandoned and Discontinued Operations**

1. **Barrier.** If any construction or demolition operation is abandoned, discontinued or interrupted, a barrier meeting the requirements of Section 3306 of the Building Code shall be provided to protect the public from potential hazards on the site.

2. **Filling and grading.** When permits have expired and when no permits have been issued within 3 months of the cessation of excavation operations, the lot shall be filled and graded to eliminate all steep slopes, holes, obstructions or similar sources of hazard. Fill shall be free of organic material and construction debris. The final surface shall be graded in such a manner as to drain the lot, eliminate pockets in the fill, and prevent the accumulation of water without damaging any foundations on the premises or on adjoining property.
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BACKGROUND

The Department recognizes that significant risk to the public is inherent to the difficult operation of demolishing a building. While the International Building Code and the Philadelphia Code authorize the issuance of permits and require construction processes to be performed in a workmanlike manner and protect the public and adjacent properties, it is the Department’s responsibility to institute procedures which lead to confirmation of compliance.

DISCUSSION

The Mayor issued an executive order establishing emergency regulations and policies regarding the demolition of buildings. Significant changes to the processing of demolition permits and the inspections of work approved by those permits were directed by this order. These instructions detail employee responsibilities in the inspection and approval of work associated with a demolition permit.

DIRECTION

Posting of Demolition Notice

When posting of the demolition is required, the inspector shall post a notice on the structure to be demolished and distribute letter of notification indicating that the owner intends to demolish said structure.

The inspector shall distribute the letter to the front doors of the following properties:

1. The three nearest properties on each side of the subject property.
2. The seven nearest properties across the street from the subject property.
3. The seven nearest properties to the rear of the subject property.

Demolition Schedule

Upon posting of the demolition notice, the inspector is responsible for reviewing the demolition schedule and updating the required inspections in the permit record to reflect the dates in the demolition schedule.

The initial inspection is automatically scheduled by the database for 15 business days after the issuance of the permit (2 days for I.D; 10 days for Unsafe) and must be revised based upon the schedule. All required inspections for demolition permits shall have scheduled dates entered by the inspector upon completion of the posting.

Required Inspections

The Department’s database establishes the following required inspections for each complete demolition permit:

- **INITIAL INSPECTION**: the contractor is required to notify the Department 48 hours prior to the start of work to schedule the initial inspection. The initial inspection shall be used to review the contractor or design professional’s site safety plan prior to the start of demolition. The
contractor shall provide the inspector with proof of all utility disconnections. Pedestrian protection required by B-3306 must be in place before the start of work. If not in place and work has started, a Stop Work order must be issued and remain in place until the pedestrian protection is approved. If no work has started, and there is no contact with the contractor, the inspector shall schedule another initial inspection in the database 15 business days later. After three (3) initial inspections with no work started and no contact with the contractor or owner, the inspector shall request revocation of the demolition permit for failure to adhere to the schedule associated with the permit. The inspector is authorized to approve schedule revisions if site conditions are safe to do so.

- **UNDER-SLAB/FLOOR INSPECTION**: is to be performed to ensure that the contractor is maintaining the site safety measures detailed in the site safety plan and applying means and methods detailed in the plan in a safe and workmanlike manner. An under-slab-floor inspection shall be performed for each floor of the building being demolished. At a MINIMUM, two (2) under-slab/floor inspections shall be performed on each demolition permit. An additional under-slab/floor inspection may be required to ensure proper drainage of the cellar cavity is achieved by breaking up the cellar floor.

- **FRAMING/CLOSE-IN INSPECTION**: is to be performed to ensure that an application of parging and waterproofing is applied to adjacent foundation walls prior to backfilling cellar cavity. Additionally, the inspector shall ensure the closing of all openings in exposed party walls prior to covering, and that abandoned chimneys are capped with remaining chimneys left in service.

- **PREFINAL/WALLBOARD**: The pre-final inspection serves a dual purpose: determination of readiness of project for final inspection and preparation of deficiencies or punch list. The inspector will verify that all required permits were issued and check the status of completed inspections. Inform permit holder that all required documents will be submitted at time of final inspection. The inspector shall ensure removal of all improper fill from the site prior to the backfill of the cellar cavity.

- **FINAL BUILDING INSPECTION**: is to be performed after all items have been completed. These items include, but are not limited to proper grading upon completion of the demolition.

**Review of Site Safety Plan**

The contractor or design professional is responsible for development and submittal to the Department of a site safety plan which details the means and methods the contractor will undertake to protect the public and the adjoining properties. This plan must include the following items which require review and approval by the plans examiner and confirmation by the inspector prior to the start of work.

1. Protection of pedestrians
   a. Fencing or sidewalk shelter platforms in compliance with B-3306.
   b. A copy of the permit from the Department of Streets or a building permit for the sidewalk shelter platform.

2. Protection of adjoining properties
   A Professional Engineer’s report regarding the protection of adjacent properties must be submitted for demolition of buildings above three stories. For all other buildings, the report may be developed by the contractor. The report shall include the following:
   a. Inspection details on the structural conditions of the adjoining properties.
   b. Description of the means and methods for protection of the adjacent structures.
   c. Description of the method of demolition to be applied.
   d. Sealed plans regarding any required shoring.

The inspector shall meet the contractor on site prior to the start of demolition and review the site safety plan with the contractor at the INITIAL INSPECTION. The contractor is required to maintain the site safety plan on site during all demolition activity. Failure to do so shall result in a failed inspection.

A review of the plan on site with the contractor and inspector prior to the start of demolition is required.
If demolition begins prior to this review, the inspector shall issue a Stop Work order which shall remain in place until an administrative hearing is held by the District Supervisor with the contractor and inspector to review the failure by the contractor to notify the Department. The site safety review must be completed before the Stop Work order is lifted.

**Demolition schedule**
The permit documents shall include a schedule of the proposed demolition which shall contain the following:

a. The schedule shall be consistent with the protection methods for pedestrians and adjacent properties.
b. The start date shall be consistent with code requirements for public notice and unsafe/imminent danger conditions.
c. Identification of demolition milestones and projected dates of completion.
d. The proposed start and stop times for daily activity.
e. Confirmation that the work will not begin before site safety measures are in place and those measures are inspected and approved by the building inspector.

During the site safety review with the contractor, the inspector shall also review the schedule with the contractor and schedule all further required inspections. The contractor is responsible for confirming these scheduled inspections 48 hours in advance.

**Additional Responsibilities**
The inspector and District Supervisor will coordinate with the Department of Revenue to ensure that all demolition contractors and/or subcontractors provide proof of the following: proper insurance and tax clearances for all employees before any final inspection is approved.

Coordination with Air Management may be required for dust control plans associated with some sites.

Dated photos shall be taken at all demolition inspections and stored in the S:drive under file: DEMOLITION PHOTOS with the file identified by street name, then number.

All demolition activities must follow similar requirements as City-funded demolitions regarding protection of adjacent buildings, including no use of heavy machinery for attached building demolitions. Stop Work orders shall be issued immediately upon notice of unsafe practices or conditions. (Refer to Code Bulletin B-1302).

**Approval**
Upon final inspection, the inspector should review permit records to ensure that a permit has been issued for new construction or for treating the exposed wall. If no permits have been issued, a violation notice to the owner of the property requiring treatment of the exposed walls shall be issued.

The Code's Regulations regarding treatment of exposed walls read as follows:

**B-3307.1 (R) Interior walls exposed after demolition.** Interior walls that become exterior walls as the result of a demolition shall comply with Sections B-1403.2 through B-1403.3 of the Building Code. Such walls shall have wall coverings installed that comply with the applicable provisions of Sections B-1405.2 through B-1405.17.2, B-1406.1 through B-1406.2.4 and B-1407 of the Building Code. Wall covering to be installed on a wall shall not be more than the wall is capable of safely supporting. Where the Department determines that a wall is incapable of supporting any acceptable wall covering and has issued a related violation, such wall shall not be required to be covered until the violation is corrected.

Upon a "passed" final inspection, the District Supervisor shall review the permit records to ensure these instructions were followed before closing the record. This is in addition to the periodic review of inspector activities and work.